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Abstract
Dynamics of a Kinetic Energy Storage Device for a Translating
Hydrokinetic System
Matthew Robert Douglas
Supervising Professor: Dr. Mario W. Gomes
Current hydropower is sourced predominately from dams, which have several eco-
logical and societal issues. Despite growing demand for energy, dam construction
has recently been at a standstill. Hydrokinetic systems are new methods of har-
vesting renewable energy from rivers without requiring dams. Hydrokites, a subset
of hydrokinetic systems, use a translating hydrofoil to generate electricity. Previous
models of hydrokite systems have been promising, but their performance in exper-
imental settings has not been as expected. One possible cause for this discrepancy
is a loss in system energy when the hydrofoil reaches the end of its stroke, resulting
in significantly less power generation. This thesis proposes an alternative hydrokite
model that incorporates a flywheel to store kinetic energy during the cycle.
A numerical simulation was created that calculates the average cycle power for a
flywheel hydrokite system for given system parameters. The dynamics of this system
were studied by optimizing various system parameters to maximize average cycle
power. The optimization routine found that 278.1 W of power could be produced
in a river flow of 1 m/s for the flywheel hydrofoil model. In order to determine
how the flywheel affects the system, the optimized hydrokite with a flywheel was
compared to an optimized version of the previous hydrokite without a flywheel. The
previous optimized model produced an average cycle power of 24.91 W, which shows
the flywheel was able to improve the performance of the system by over 1100%.
The parameters found from the optimization schemes are only expected to be
optimal for instantaneous hydrofoil flips; therefore, in order to characterize how the
hydrofoil flip affects the system, the simulation was modified by setting the hydrofoil
angle to 0 ◦ for the duration of the flip time. The system was optimized again for
various flip times. The simulation predicts that less power will be generated for in-
creasing flip times until a flip time of 0.45 seconds is reached where the system cannot
produce any power. Experimental testing on a small-scale system was performed to
determine how much electrical energy is required to flip a hydrofoil for various flip
times and submerged depth. All hydrofoil flips required less than 1 J, a small fraction
of the predicted total cycle energy generated.
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3Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Human activity has caused Earth’s climate to change drastically in the past 100
years [1]. This change is caused mostly by the burning of nonrenewable fossil fuels.
The burning of these fossil fuels releases large amounts of carbon dioxide into the
environment. Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas that absorbs radiation, causing the
Earth’s temperature to rise. In the past 100 years, the Earth’s average temperature
has risen by 1.4°F [1]. In the next 100 years, the average temperature is expected
to rise a further 2.0 to 11.5°F [1]. This increase in temperature could cause water
availability to decrease, an increase in severe storms, and ocean acidification. An
increase in Earth’s temperature could also affect the yields of agricultural crops [1].
Due to the devastating effects of fossil fuels on the environment, the world has been
looking to different avenues to produce sustainable, eco-friendly energy. Research has
been done in many fields, such as wind turbines, water turbines, nuclear energy,
and solar energy. While these methods are helping mitigate the damage being done,
a large portion of the world’s energy still comes from fossil fuels. In 2012, 81.1%
of human energy consumption came from fossil fuels while only 2.5% came from
hydropower and less than 1% came from wind power [2]. In order to reduce the
consumption of fossil fuels, new efficient methods of harnessing renewable energy
4need to be developed. High-altitude kites and hydrokites are promising new methods
of producing sustainable energy with little environmental impact. Research done by
Lansdorp et al. [21] has shown that it is possible that 20 high-altitude kites could
produce 10% of the Netherlands entire power consumption.
Despite this growing demand for renewable energy, few dams have been con-
structed in recent years due to a lack of economically efficient rivers that have not
already been dammed [8]. In addition, dams are notorious for damaging ecosystems
when constructed, displacing people, and disrupting fish migration patterns. Hy-
drokinetic systems are a new method of harvesting energy from rivers. As they do
not require a large pressure head, no dams are required for hydrokinetic systems.
These systems are based off of high altitude energy [22], and they work by moving
a kite, or hydrofoil, through a river or tidal flow. Hydrokinetic systems have been
shown to be promising, but more research needs to be performed before these systems
can be constructed for a large-scale commercial application.
1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Power Production with High Altitude Kites
Kites have been used to lift loads or apply forces for hundreds of years [25], but it
wasn’t until recently that kites have been looked to for electrical power production.
Loyd [22] analyzed three methods of creating power with high altitude kites. The
first method involves a simple kite flying directly into the wind as the tether unrolls
a drum at ground level, see Fig. 1.1a. The second method, called crosswind power,
see Fig. 1.1b, uses a kite moving quickly through the air while unrolling tether from
a drum. The extra translational motion of the crosswind power kite increases the
system’s power production when compared to the method used by the simple kite,
which has no crosswind motion. Finally, the third method, which Loyd calls drag
5(a) Simple Kite (b) Crosswind Kite
Fig. 1.1: Freebody Diagram of Loyd’s High Altitude Kites. Image taken from [22]
power, involves a kite attached to a fixed length tether. Instead of unrolling a drum,
the kite produces power through small turbines mounted on the kite itself. Loyd
calculated that a C-5A wing, the wing first used on a Lockheed C-5 Galaxy airplane,
in 10 m/s wind produced about 6.7 MW of power when using the drag power method.
Loyd also performed the initial theoretical calculation for the effect of tether drag and
kite weight. With these included, Loyd proposed that a high altitude kite using a
C-5A wing could theoretically produce three times more energy than an average sized
wind turbine from his time period with the possibility of producing twenty times more
power.
Lansdorp [20] discussed two more complex methods of producing power with high
altitude kites, the laddermill and the pumping mill. The laddermill, see Fig. 1.2, has
a tether connected in a loop, which holds an array of wings. The lift of the wings
causes the tether to move upwards in one direction and downwards in the other. The
tether’s motion spins the generator located at ground level. The wings are arranged
so that the ascending wing’s lift causes the motion of the tether, while the descending
wings only create enough lift to keep the wing afloat. The pumping mill, see Fig.
1.3, differs from the laddermill in that the pumping mill’s tether is not connected
6Fig. 1.2: Laddermill: A system where the kites are tethered in a loop. The tether is consistently
rotating in the same direction. Image taken from [20].
Fig. 1.3: Pumping Mill: A system where the kites are tethered on a single line. The tether extends
to the highest point and then is reeled back down. Image taken from [20].
in a loop, but rather a single line. The wings create lift, which causes the tether to
extend. Once the maximum height has been reached, the wings are adjusted so that
the tether retracts. This motion is continually repeated to create power.
The laddermill and pumping mill both have advantages and disadvantages when
compared to each other. The laddermill benefits from continuous power production,
the ability to adjust wings due to changing weather, and the ability to inspect indi-
vidual wings without interrupting power production. Conversely, the pumping mill
benefits from the ability to optimize the wings and tethers for their given altitudes,
7Fig. 1.4: Lansdorp’s Laddermill with Crosswind Adaptation. Image taken from [20]
and that only a small length of tether interacts with the generator [20].
Lansdorp [20] also performed a numerical simulation for a 5 MW laddermill and
pumping mill. The simulation compared the size of the wing necessary to produce 5
MW of power. The results showed that the laddermill has more massive wings than
the pumping mill, which Lansdorp believes is due to the extra optimization done for
the pumping mill. The results imply that it is cheaper to build and produce a smaller
pumping mill system than a larger laddermill system. Finally, Lansdorp mentioned
a modification that utilizes crosswind power, see Fig. 1.4. Numerical simulations
were done for the pumping mill method with crosswind power, which showed a 40%
reduction in the required mass of the wings.
Lansdorp [21] did experimental research on a crosswind kite system with a low
lift-to-drag wing with wing area of 8.5 m2 and a tether length of 25 m. For this
experiment, only one kite was used at a time. The test was performed at sea level
with wind speeds below 6 Beaufort (22-27 knots). This small kite was able to produce
about 200 W of power and had a tension ratio of 10:1, i.e. the tension in the ascending
side of the laddermill was 10 times greater than the tension in descending side. The
performance of this system may improve if the experiments had been performed with
larger, more efficient kites in stronger winds.
8Fig. 1.5: Wingmill System with a Phase of 0°and 90°. Image taken from [17]
Ashwin et al. [26] analyzed a high altitude kite system using a two-dimensional
numerical simulation. Their system was a two phase system where the first phase
was a pull-in phase in order to increase the speed of the airfoil and the second phase
was a reel-out phase where power was generated. They found that this system was
capable of positive power generation with their system producing 5.2 W.
1.2.2 Power Production with Hydrokinetic Systems
While the focus has predominately been on high altitude kites, some research has
begun on hydrokites as a form of power production. Jones [17] analyzes a method
of power production, called the wingmill, see Fig. 1.5, which allows two degrees of
freedom, pitch and plunge. Pitch is the angle that the chord line makes with the
incoming river velocity and plunge is the amplitude of the kite. The theory says
that if the phase angle between pitch and plunge is 90°, the component of the lift
on the hydrofoil will always be in the same direction as the motion of the hydrofoil.
This combination allows the wing to absorb the energy of the water. Jones performs
computer simulations to find the maximum power coefficient and maximum total
efficiency when related to frequency, plunge amplitude, and phase angle. The results
show that at a phase angle of 80°, the maximum power coefficient occurs at a low
9frequency and high plunge amplitude. At a phase angle of 110°, the maximum power
coefficient occurs at a high frequency and low plunge amplitude. The maximum
efficiency generally occurs at a high frequency and low plunge amplitude, regardless
of phase angle [17]. Using numerical calculations with the panel method, a method
of calculating fluid flow over an airfoil, Jones studied power coefficient and efficiency
when related to frequency and plunge amplitude. If the product of frequency and
plunge amplitude were kept constant and frequency decreased, the power coefficient
would maximize at 0 frequency if the phase angle was at 90°. This is a purely
theoretical maximum as plunge amplitude would increase to infinity. The increase
in the power coefficient also comes with a trade off in lower efficiency [16]. Using
a Navier-Stokes solver, Jones relates frequency and Reynold’s number to the power
coefficient. The peak power coefficient was higher for a larger Reynold’s number. For
the turbulent flow, the peak power coefficient occurred at a frequency around 0.65
Hz. For the laminar flow, the peak power coefficient occurred at a frequency around
0.85 Hz. Finally, Jones performed an experiment using a tester composed of two sets
of wings in a horizontal closed circuit continuous flow tunnel. This tunnel achieved a
Reynold’s number of 22000 and a velocity of 16 inches per second. The results from
this test were a lot less than the predicted values. The maximum power coefficient
was around 0.25, while the predicted value was 0.95.
Kinsey [18] builds off of Jones’s work by expanding the parameters’ effect on power
efficiency through a FLUENT simulation. With normal properties, the simulation
shows that the highest possible efficiency is 34%. Kinsey broke the parameters up
into three different groups, motion parameters, geometry parameters, and viscosity
parameters. For the motion parameters, heaving amplitude was found to reduce
the efficiency but did not necessarily reduce the average power. Also, as maximum
effective angle of attack increased, there was an increase in the power generated. For
geometry parameters, the thickness of the hydrofoil did not seem to affect the power
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(a) Steady-State Tranlating Model (b) Steady-State Rotating Model
Fig. 1.6: McConnaghy’s Steady State Translating Model and Steady State Rotating Model partial
freebody diagrams. Image taken from [23].
production or efficiency. The pitching center location was shown to create maximum
power at one third of the chord length. Finally, for viscosity parameters, there was an
increase in power production and efficiency as Reynold’s number increased. Kinsey’s
work shows that the parameters that affect the performance of the wingmill most are
frequency, maximum effective angle of attack, and heaving amplitude.
McConnaghy [23] analyzes two methods of producing power with a hydrokite,
the Steady-State Translating Model and the Steady-State Rotating Model, see Fig.
1.6. In the Steady-State Translating Model, the hydrofoil’s lift causes the hydrofoil
to move towards one bank of the river. The motion of the hydrofoil turns a pulley-
generator system which generates power. Once the hydrofoil reaches one bank, the
hydrofoil would flip and start moving in the other direction. It was assumed that
the flipping of the hydrofoil did not require any energy and was instantaneous. The
power production was calculated for varying angles of attack for both a symmetrical
and an asymmetrical hydrofoil. McConnaghy then optimizes the hydrofoil angle and
kite velocity for various rail angles through the use of a brute force method and a
MATLAB optimization method. McConnaghy also analyzes how power production is
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affected by the angle between the rail and the river’s velocity. The rail is the line that
the kite travels along. The Steady-State Rotating Model produces energy by having
a hydrofoil connected to a single beam, which rotates around a generator. This model
may reduce the environmental impact and cost of the system as it only has material
on one bank of the river, but it was not researched extensively. McConnaghy assumed
that both of these models had instantaneous acceleration, i.e. the hydrofoil achieved
its steady-state velocity immediately. As this system does not account for the time
needed to accelerate after each flip, the models are upper bounds to the possible
power production.
Gosavi et al. [14] furthered McConnaghy’s [23] work by performing physical ex-
periments on the hydrokite system. Gosavi et al. showed that 1.9 W of power can
be generated from a non-optimized small-scale system. They also showed that the
system is capable of stable, periodic motion and that the hydrokites are sensitive to
changes in hydrofoil angles.
Similar to wind turbines, hydrokinetic systems are limited by Betz’s law [9], which
states that only 16/27 of the energy in the flow can be extracted regardless of the
turbine design. The cause of this limitation is due to the flow through the turbine.
If all of the energy is extracted, then the flow would stop moving and there would
be a buildup of fluid on the other side of the turbine. Therefore, the fluid that
has passed through the turbine must retain some velocity (energy), in order for the
system to continue running. When designing hydrokinetic systems, it is important to
base the efficiency off of Betz’s limit as it gives a more accurate representation of the
performance of the system.
1.2.3 Current Hydrokinetic and High Altitude Energy Companies
Various companies [5, 3, 15, 13, 4] have been producing a variety of systems to harness
power from high altitude kites or hydrokinetic system. Makani [5], a Google-owned
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company, has created a prototype for high altitude energy production. They have
created a plane that contains several propellers. These propellers allow the plane to
have a vertical take-off and landing. When the system is in its power generation phase,
these propellers are converted to turbines to generate electricity. The electricity is
transferred to the ground through an electrified tether. Makani currently tests in
California and expects a new prototype to be able to produce 600 kW.
Ampyx Power [3], a Netherlands-based company, plans to generate high altitude
wind energy using a controlled glider. This glider does not contain any generators
and creates power similar to Lansdorp’s [20] pumping mill. The company flies their
plane in a figure-eight pattern, and the plane connects to the tether with a single
point bridle. They currently are able to generate an average of 6 kW from a single
system.
Minesto [15], a company planning to harvest hydropower off of the coast of North-
ern Ireland in Strangford Lough, uses tethered hydrofoils that are connected to a
turbine, similar to Loyd’s [22] drag power model. These turbines are harvesting the
energy from tidal flows while using cross-wind motion. This system is almost identi-
cal in design to the airborne wind energy systems studied extensively by Lansdorp et
al. [19], Canale et al. [10], Loyd [22], and Olinger et al. [24]. Their 7-ton prototype,
called Deep Green, with a wingspan of 12 meters and a turbine diameter of 1 meter
is planning on generating 0.5 MW for each station installed.
Marine Current Turbines Limited [13], a Siemens-owned England-based company,
do not use these kite-based methods of harnessing energy. Instead, they generate
power from tidal flows using horizontal axis turbines without using dams, similar to
conventional wind power. After testing their system in Strangford Lough, Northern
Ireland, they plan on installing horizontal axis turbines rated at 300 kW. Recently,
they are planning on modifying their system to create a 2 MW system [6].
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1.3 Research Goals
The previous research has shown that wind and hydropower can be harnessed with
a large variety methods, which implies that there is uncertainty in what the optimal
model is. As the model described by McConnaghy [23] does not account for the tran-
sients of her system, it is uncertain what the actual performance of the hydrokite will
be. In addition, all research has assumed that the hydrofoils and airfoils flip instan-
taneously and without power. However, as energy is required to flip these hydrofoils
and the flip itself will reduce the power generation capabilities, it is important for
research to be performed on the hydrofoil flip in order to characterize the system
performance losses. The goals of this thesis are listed in the following statements:
1. Further the research done by McConnaghy [23] on her Steady-State Rotational
Model by expanding her numerical simulation to account for the dynamics of
the system. While her model gives an upper bound to the average cycle power
that a hydrokite can generate, the simulation created for this thesis will give
more realistic results.
2. Include in the simulation a flywheel that will store system energy during stroke
and release it back into the hydrofoil and boom during the flip to accelerate the
system to a higher power production state.
3. Optimize the flywheel hydrokite model and McConnaghy’s Steady-State Rota-
tional Model for average cycle power.
4. Compare the two models to determine if the flywheel improves the hydrokite
system.
5. Modify the simulation to account for the flipping of the hydrofoil. Determine
the drop in performance for various hydrofoil flip times.
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6. Perform experimental testing to determine how much energy is required to flip
a hydrofoil.
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Chapter 2
Description of Hydrokite Model with Fly-
wheel
The two-dimensional hydrokite model with a flywheel attached, shown in Fig. 2.1,
contains a hydrofoil connected to a boom at the quarter-chord point, point “c”. This
boom is attached to an origin point, point “o,” which would be located on a bridge
or river bank. The boom is allowed to rotate about this point. A flywheel, at point
“f,” is offset some distance from the origin and is fixed at that point. A crank-arm
connects the boom at point “a” to the flywheel at point “b.” The river is flowing from
the top of the figure with velocity, V∞.
Fig. 2.2 shows the geometric properties of the boom, crank-arm, and flywheel. As
the beams are assumed to be rigid, the widths and thicknesses of these components
are not considered to affect the system. The boom length is given by l2, the distance
from the origin to the center of mass of the boom is l1, the distance from the origin
to point “b” is l3, and the length of the crank-arm is l4. The flywheel is offset from
the origin by xf and yf , and the flywheel has a radius Rf . Fig. 2.3 shows the angles
of each component of the system as well as the hydrodynamic lift, drag, and moment
forces that are applied to the hydrofoil. The angles of the boom, crank-arm, and
flywheel are defined as θ, φ, and ψ, respectively. The hydrofoil angle, β is defined as
the angle between the chord line of the hydrofoil and the boom. The angle of attack,
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Fig. 2.1: Diagram of Hydrokite Model with Flywheel.
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Fig. 2.2: Geometrical Properties of the Hydrokite Model.
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Fig. 2.3: Hydrodynamic Properties of the Hydrokite Model
α is the angle between the hydrofoil chord line and apparent velocity vector, ~Vap,
which is found with Eqn. 2.1,
~Vap = ~V∞ − ~Vk (2.1)
where ~Vk is the velocity of the kite and ~V∞ is the velocity of the river. The lift, ~L;
drag, ~D; and moment, ~M , forces are found with Eqn. 2.2, Eqn. 2.3, and Eqn. 2.4,
respectively,
~L =
1
2
ρ|~Vap|2SCL (2.2)
~D =
1
2
ρ|~Vap|2SCD (2.3)
~M =
1
2
ρ|~Vap|2ScCM (2.4)
where ρ is the density of the water, S is the projected wing area, c is the chord
length, CL is the coefficient of lift, CD is the coefficient of drag, and CM is the
coefficient of moment. The hydrodynamic coefficients for this model used Sheldahl et
al.’s [27] experimentally determined aerodynamic coefficients for a NACA 0015 airfoil.
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Although the medium for the hydrokite model is a different fluid than Sheldahl et
al.’s experiments, it is assumed that the coefficients would be similar due to the flows
having similar Reynold’s numbers. In addition to this, the hydrodynamic coefficients
incorporated Anderson’s [7] induced drag and induced angle of attack corrections in
order to have the hydrofoil act as a finite wing instead of an infinite hydrofoil.
Other assumptions that were made to simplify the model are that the crank-arm is
massless. While a massless crank-arm would change the dynamics of the system, it is
not expected to change the results significantly. The velocity of the river is considered
to have a uniform distribution. While this assumption will not be true in experimental
settings, the goal of this thesis is to analyze the potential power production capabilities
of the hydrokite system. All parts of the model are rigid with frictionless bearings,
and all forces act in only two dimensions. Only drag due to water affects the system,
i.e. parts that are not submerged in water are not affected by aerodynamic forces.
While air drag would affect the components that are not submerged, the drag due
to air is significantly less than the hydrodynamic forces acting on the hydrofoil. The
hydrofoil flips at the end of each stroke instantaneously and with no energy input,
unless otherwise noted. The hydrofoil angle is held constant during the stroke; this
assumption is not expected to change the results as the hydrofoil can be clamped
in place after the flip to prevent motion. In addition, there is no backlash with the
gearbox associated with the generator.
Once the hydrodynamic forces are calculated, the accelerations for each component
can be found using the momentum balance equations, Eqn. 2.5 and Eqn. 2.6, and
constraint equations. These equations are derived and can be found in Appendix
A.1.
∑
~F = m~a/cm (2.5)∑
~M/cm = I/cm
~¨θ (2.6)
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Once the accelerations are known for each component, a two-dimensional simula-
tion was created in MATLAB. The boom is given an initial velocity so that a high
power producing periodic state can be achieved. The simulation performs a fourth-
order Runge-Kutta numerical integration with a variable time step using MATLAB’s
ODE45 command to find the velocities and positions of the boom, crank-arm, and
flywheel. Once the boom has reached the end of its stroke, i.e. the boom’s velocity is
equal to zero, the hydrofoil angle will flip using Eqn. 2.7 so that the hydrodynamic
forces cause the boom to move in the opposite direction. This motion is repeated
until the system has converged to a periodic motion.
βnew = −βold (2.7)
As this model is a renewable energy system, the end goal is to harness as much
energy from the river as possible. The system may be producing variable amounts of
power within the cycle. A large instantaneous power may not be beneficial if the cycle
time is long. Therefore, the metric that is used to calculate total power generated
is average cycle power, which is found by integrating the instantaneous power with
respect to time to calculate the total energy harnessed. Then this energy value is
divided by the cycle time to get average cycle power. Unless otherwise noted, the
generator is mounted to the flywheel. Instantaneous power is harnessed with the
generator and can be calculated from Eqn. 2.8
P = ~τ · ~˙ψ (2.8)
where ~τ is the torque applied by the generator, ~˙ψ is the angular velocity of the
flywheel, and P is the instantaneous power. The average cycle power can then be
calculated by using Eq. 2.9
P¯ =
∫
Pdt
T
(2.9)
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where t is time, T is the total cycle time, and P¯ is the average cycle power. For the nu-
merical simulation, the integration was done with MATLAB’s numerical quadrature
function, TRAPZ.
Unless otherwise noted, all subsequent sections use a generator model for the
applied torque. The magnitude of the applied torque resists motion and is linearly
related to the angular velocity of the object that it is coupled to. Unless otherwise
noted, the hydrokite model’s generator is coupled to the flywheel and produces an
applied torque, ~τ , given by Eqn. 2.10,
~τ = −kgen ~˙ψ (2.10)
where kgen is the generator constant.
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Chapter 3
Optimization of Hydrokite Model with a
Friction Brake
This chapter was published as part of a conference paper to the International Confer-
ence of Control, Dynamic Systems, and Robotics [11]. The paper was titled “Dynam-
ics of a River Kite Power Production System with a Kinetic Energy Storage Device”
and authored by Matthew Douglas and Dr. Mario Gomes. It was presented in Ot-
tawa, Ontario, Canada on 16 May 2014. The topic of the paper is analyzing the
preliminary optimization results for the hydrokite system. Brute force optimization
was used to find the trends of various parameters and hill climber optimization was
used to find an optimal point. The model used in these optimization routines used a
friction brake rather than the generator described in Section 2. Further optimization
schemes can be found in Appendix B.
3.1 Simulation
A two-dimensional numerical simulation was created in MATLAB. The hydrodynamic
forces are calculated at each time step using the apparent velocities and the hydro-
dynamic coefficients for a NACA 0015 airfoil [27]. To determine the hydrodynamic
forces for a finite wing from 2D infinite wing coefficients, we use standard induced
drag and induced angle of attack modifications from Anderson [7]. The simulation
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uses a 4th order, variable step-size, Runge-Kutta integration method (ODE45) to
calculate the positions of the boom, the crank-arm, and the flywheel. The generator
is attached to the flywheel and, for simplicity, is assumed to have a constant resistive
torque, in the direction opposing the boom’s motion, which is a reasonable model for
a friction brake. The resistive torque is modeled by Eqn. 3.1, where ~τ is the resistive
torque, ~ψ is the angular velocity of the flywheel, and k is the torque constant.
~τ = −k
~ψ
|~ψ| (3.1)
The friction brake model was used for simplicity. A model which incorporate DC
generator characteristics could be used and would change the system’s behavior. The
instantaneous power, P , is calculated by using Eqn. 3.2.
P = ~τ · ~ψ (3.2)
Once the numerical solution has been obtained, the average power per cycle can
be determined using Eqn. 3.3, where P¯ is average cycle power, t is time, and T is the
total cycle time.
P¯ =
∫
Pdt
T
(3.3)
The system, for the set of parameters and initial conditions we studied, is capable
of stable periodic motions. Various parameters of this system were analyzed to un-
derstand their effects on the average power per cycle. These parameters are position
of the flywheel with respect to the origin (xf ,yf ), radius of the flywheel (Rf ), moment
of inertia of the flywheel (If ), location of attachment of the crank-arm on the boom
(l3), length of the boom (l2), and hydrofoil angle (β). These parameters were first
determined using a brute force method to obtain an initial understanding of the ef-
fects of each parameter, and then improved using a simple hill climbing optimization
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routine which sought to increase the average cycle power of the system.
3.2 Results
The brute force optimization examined the effect of two parameters on average cy-
cle power and typical results are shown in Fig. 3.1. These contour plots show two
dimensional slices of the average cycle power landscape. Fig. 3.1a shows that the
average cycle power has a distinct average power peak as the radius of the flywheel
and resistance torque change. The steep drop in average cycle power at larger resis-
tance torques is a result of the resistance torque being so high that the system can
no longer complete a cycle, effectively stopping the motion of the system entirely.
Fig. 3.1b shows the average cycle power as the hydrofoil angle varies with the resis-
tance torque. Fig. 3.1b shows that for the range of parameters examined, there is a
single clear average power peak for these two parameters. Note that the same sharp
drop in average cycle power for high resistive torques is again due to the large brak-
ing torques completely stopping the system from moving. Similar to the results from
McConnaghy [23], the hydrofoil angles which produce the largest average cycle power
is close to perpendicular to the boom. For all of the 2D parameter searches, only two
parameters were varied at a time and all other parameters were kept constant (and
are listed in Table 3.1 for reference). Although it cannot be known if there is a single
average power peak when one examines the higher dimensional parameter landscape,
there is a single peak in the these two parameter slices. For clarity Fig. 3.2 show one-
dimensional parameter variations for the average cycle power. Fig. 3.2a shows that
over a small range of flywheel radii, the peak average cycle power is relatively insen-
sitive to changes in the radii, i.e. the peak is flattened near the top. Fig. 3.2b shows
that the peak smoothly increases and the average cycle power smoothly changes in
response to changes in the hydrofoil angle near the peak.
The hill climbing optimization found what appears to be a local maximum for
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Fig. 3.1: Average cycle power contour plots
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Fig. 3.2: Average cycle power as a function of (3.2a) flywheel radius and (3.2b) hydrofoil angle for
several braking torques.
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Table 3.1: Parameters used in parameter study for Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.
Parameter Symbol Figs. 3.1a & 3.2a Fig. 3.1b & 3.2b Units
River Velocity V∞ 1 1 ms
Water Density ρ 1000 1000 kg
m3
Hydrofoil Angle β 92 Varies Deg.
Resistive Torque constant k Varies Varies N ·m
Hor. Pos. of Flywheel xf 3 3 m
Ver. Pos. of Flywheel yf 1 1 m
Radius of Flywheel Rf Varies 0.5 m
Mom. of Inertia of Flywheel If 1 1 kg ·m2
Length of Boom l2 2.5 2.5 m
Crank-Arm Attachment Loc. l3 1.25 1.25 m
Wingspan b 0.75 0.75 m
Chord Length c 0.125 0.125 m
Mass of the Hydrofoil mw 0 0 kg
Mass of the Boom mb 1 1 kg
the average power per cycle of 1188.8 W for the parameters listed in Table 3.2. The
hydrofoil angle, resistive torque, horizontal position of the flywheel, vertical position
of the flywheel, radius of the flywheel, and moment of inertia of the flywheel were
allowed to vary and all other variables were constant. It appears that the system is
attempting to reduce the flywheel inertia to values that are much lower than predicted.
These low values of flywheel inertia essentially remove it’s dynamics from the system,
while retaining the kinematic constraint.
3.3 Conclusion
The results show that 1188.8 W of power were able to be produced for a wing with
a chord length of 0.125 meters and a wingspan of 0.75 meters in a river with a flow
rate of 1 meter per second. These initial results are promising and larger wings could
be used to harness more energy from a river. Future work remains to explore how a
more realistic model for an electrical generator would affect system performance. It is
still unknown how other parameters affect the average cycle power and if other local
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Table 3.2: Results from hill climbing optimization for the hydrokite model.
Parameter Symbol Results
River Velocity V∞ 1 ms
Hydrofoil Angle β 91.7 ◦
Resistive Torque constant k 30 N ·m
Horizontal Position of Flywheel xf 5.6 m
Vertical Position of Flywheel yf 1.25 m
Radius of Flywheel Rf 0.25 m
Moment of Inertia of Flywheel If 0.01 kg ·m2
Length of Boom l2 2.5 m
Crank-Arm Attachment Loc. l3 1.25 m
Wingspan b 0.75 m
Chord Length c 0.125 m
Mass of the Hydrofoil mw 0 m
Mass of the Boom mb 1 m
Average Power per Cycle P¯ 1188.8 W
maxima exist. Other optimization methods could be used to determine if other local
maxima exist that generate more average cycle power than the result shown here. It
is interesting to note that the initial optimization sought to minimize the dynamics
of the flywheel when seeking to maximize average cycle power. Further examination
of the effect of the flywheel on the system performance would be interesting. Because
some energy must be used to flip the hydrofoil at the end of each half cycle, and
that amount is considered negligible in the model, the result should be considered
an upper bound to the amount of power which could be obtained by a physical
prototype. In addition, further study of the stability of the system’s periodic motions
would determine the robustness of the motions to perturbations in flow velocity or
impacts due to river debris.
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Chapter 4
A Comparison of Kinetic Energy Storage
to a Non-Constrained Model
This chapter was submitted as a part of a journal article to Renewable Energy. The
journal was titled “The Effect of a Kinetic Energy Storage Device on the Performance
of a Hydrokinetic System using Particle Swarm Optimization” and was authored
by Matthew Douglas and Dr. Mario Gomes. The paper compared the hydrokite
model with a flywheel to a previous iteration without a flywheel. Both models were
optimized for average cycle power using particle swarm optimization.
4.1 System Models
A simple hydrokite system without kinetic energy storage is depicted in Fig. 4.2 and
is examined in section 4.1.1. A hydrokite system with a flywheel and connecting rod
is shown in Fig. 4.4 and is studied in section 4.1.2. While the flywheel model has
previously had preliminary optimization performed [11], the optimization routine was
simplistic and was not compared to the simple hydrokite model. The performance of
these two models will be compared so that the effects of the flywheel can be better
understood.
Both models make the following assumptions. All motions of the device are in
two dimensions (2D). It is assumed that pin joints are frictionless and that all links
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are perfectly rigid. Because we use standard lift, drag, and moment coefficients,
we assume that the flow around the hydrofoil is steady-state and fully developed.
The hydrofoil uses Sheldahl et al.’s [27] experimentally determined 2D lift, drag, and
moment coefficients for a NACA 0015 airfoil. This last flow assumption is invalid
when the hydrofoil flips at the end of it’s half-cycle; however, it may be a good
approximation for large boom lengths as the majority of the wing’s motion would be
in the middle of the cycle.
A hydrofoil moving through water experiences a pressure distribution over the
surface of the wing. If we make the assumption that the wing is a rigid body, this
pressure distribution can be condensed into an equivalent force and torque applied
at the quarter-chord, point “c”, shown in Fig. 4.3. While Sheldahl et al.’s lift, drag,
and moment coefficients were measured with air as the fluid, we assume that these
coefficients are appropriate for water as the Reynold’s numbers used for the simulation
were similar to the Reynold’s numbers in Sheldahl et al.’s experiment. It is further
assume that other issues, such as cavitation, are neglected. The hydrofoil is connected
to the boom at point “c” and the boom rotates about the origin, “o.” The relative
hydrofoil angle, β, is defined as the angle between the hydrofoil’s chord line and the
boom. The hydrofoil flips about the kˆ-axis using Eqn. 4.1 and we assume that all
flips are instantaneous and require no power.
βnew = −βold (4.1)
The hydrofoils flips when the boom angle reaches the desired angle so that the system
can begin to move in the other direction.
Both models use a NACA 0015 airfoil with a wingspan of 0.375 meters and a chord
length of 0.13 meters, which correspond to the shape and dimensions of a hydrofoil
we have constructed for future experimental testing. The apparent velocity, ~Vap, is
defined in Eqn. 4.2 and depicted in Fig. 4.1, where ~V∞ is the velocity of the river,
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~V∞
~Vk
~V∞
−~Vk
~Vap
Fig. 4.1: The apparent wind velocity, ~Vap, direction and magnitude are used to calculate the hydro-
dynamic forces acting on the hydrofoil. The apparent wind velocity is affected by both the velocity
of the river, ~V∞, and the velocity of the kite, ~Vk.
and ~Vk is the absolute velocity of the kite.
~Vap = ~V∞ − ~Vk (4.2)
The hydrodynamic lift, drag, and moment forces acting on the wing are given by
Eqns. 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively,
L =
1
2
ρCLAk|~Vap|2 (4.3)
D =
1
2
ρCDAk|~Vap|2 (4.4)
M =
1
2
ρCMAkc|~Vap|2 (4.5)
where ρ is the density of the river, Ak is the projected wing area, c is the chord length,
CL is the 3D lift coefficient, CD is the 3D drag coefficient, and CM is the moment
coefficient. These force components can be summed in Eqn. 4.6 to form the total
hydrodynamic force acting on the wing.
~F = (DλˆD) + (LλˆL) (4.6)
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The drag unit vector, λˆD, is in the same direction as the apparent velocity and
is calculated using Eqn. 4.7. The lift unit vector, λˆL, is orthogonal to λˆD and is
calculated using Eqn. 4.8.
λˆD =
~Vap
|~Vap|
(4.7)
λˆL = kˆ × λˆD (4.8)
The hydrofoil parameters were modified using the standard induced drag and
angle-of-attack modifications in order to change the infinite hydrofoil to a finite wing
as given by Anderson in [7]. The induced drag modification is given in Eqn. 4.9, and
the induced angle of attack modifications are given in Eqns. 4.10 and 4.11,
CD = Cdo +
C2L
(pieAR)
(4.9)
a =
ao
1 + 180ao
pi2e1AR
(4.10)
CL = a(α− αi) (4.11)
where Cdo is the parasitic drag, e and e1 are the span efficiency factors, AR is the
aspect ratio, ao is the lift slope for an infinite wing, a is the lift slope for a finite wing,
α is the angle of attack, and αi is the induced angle of attack.
The generator model that we use is a simple steady-state DC generator model
where the torque on the generator output shaft is proportional to the angular velocity
of the shaft, as shown in Eqn. 4.12,
~τgen = −kgen~ω = τ kˆ (4.12)
where ~τ is the resistive torque that the generator applies to the system, kgen is the
generator constant, and ~ω is the angular velocity of the shaft. For simplicity, we
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choose to ignore the electrical properties of the generator and any transient generator
dynamics. The generator constant, kgen, can be modified by changing the electrical
load connected to the generator or changing the gear ratio between the generator and
the output shaft.
Our model is capable of asymptotically stable periodic motions. Because we are
primarily interested in the characteristics of these stable cycles, we run the simu-
lations for several cycles until a stable cycle is achieved. Once the stable periodic
motion is determined, the average cycle power can be calculated by integrating the
instantaneous power over the cycle and dividing by the cycle time, Eqns. 4.13-4.14.
The average cycle power is the metric we use to measure system performance
P = ~τgen · ~ω (4.13)
P¯ =
∫
Pdt
T
(4.14)
where P is the instantaneous power and P¯ is the average cycle power, t is time, and
T is the total cycle time.
For both models, the hydrofoil is assumed to be a point mass located at point
“c,” and boom is assumed to be homogeneous. In addition, only the hydrofoil is
submerged in water, with all other components in air. It is assumed that any air drag
on the system is negligible.
4.1.1 Simple Rotational Hydrokite Model
The simple rotational hydrokite model that we are studying is shown in Fig. 4.2 and
Fig. 4.3. A generator with a gearbox is coupled to the boom at point “o” and applies
a torque that resists the motion of the boom, modeled as Eqn. 4.15.
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“cm”
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ˆ
γ
β
α
Vap
Fig. 4.2: Top-down view of the simple hydrokite system. Water flows from top to bottom. A
generator and a gearbox are attached to the boom at point “o.”
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kˆ
θflip θflip
Rx
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τ
γ
Fig. 4.3: Free body diagram of the 2D simple hydrokite system without a flywheel attachment.
The flowing water applies hydrodynamic forces to the hydrofoil and these forces cause the boom to
rotate about pivot point “o.” The hydrofoil angle, β, flips once the boom has reached the specified
flip angle, θflip.
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φ
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θ
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Fig. 4.4: Top-down view of the hydrokite system with a flywheel attachment. Water flows from
the top to the bottom of the figure. The forces from the water on the hydrofoil cause the boom to
rotate about pivot point “o.” A flywheel is connected to the boom via a crank-arm and provides
momentary energy storage for the system. Note that the generator and the gearbox are located at
point “f.”
τ = −kgenθ˙ (4.15)
Even though the direction of rotation for the generator will change as the boom
oscillates back and forth, for simplicity, we assume that there is no backlash in the
gearbox/generator. The system starts with a set of initial conditions so that the
boom angle can reach the prescribed first flip condition θ = θflip. Both the simple
system and the flywheel system are capable of asymptotically stable periodic motions
with a simple hydrofoil flip controller. Thus, we ignore the transient boom motion
so that we can determine the long-term, stable, periodic motion of the device. The
hydrofoil angle, β, is actively controlled but remains fixed for most of the motion.
The hydrofoil angle changes instantaneously at two prescribed boom angles, defined
by θflip.
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Fig. 4.5: Dimensions used for the hydrokite model with flywheel energy storage.
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Fx τ
Fig. 4.6: Free body diagram of the hydrokite system with flywheel. The generator provides a resistive
torque on the flywheel about its pivot point.
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4.1.2 Hydrokite Model with Kinetic Energy Storage
The flywheel model, which is similar to the simple hydrokite model described in
section 4.1.1, is shown in Figs. 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. This model contains a flywheel that
is located in the negative ıˆ direction from the boom. A mass-less crank-arm connects
the flywheel at point “b” to the boom at point “a.” Unlike the simple hydrokite
model, the generator is coupled to the flywheel shaft at “f” and applies a resistive
torque to the system governed by Eqn. 4.16.
τ = −kgenψ˙ (4.16)
The hydrofoil flips about the kˆ direction at the end of its stroke when the velocity
of the boom is zero. The hydrofoil angle, β, flips instantaneously when the angular
velocity of the boom reaches zero as described by Eqn. 4.1. As with the simple model,
we assume that the flip consumes negligible power, and that the flipping motion itself
has no effect on the motion of the system.
4.2 Simulation
The non-linear equations of motion that govern the dynamics of the system were
numerically integrated. A fourth-order, variable step-size, Runge-Kutta integration
routine, MATLAB’s ODE45, was used to approximate the solutions. Because both
systems have a single-degree of freedom, only two initial conditions are required. Al-
though it may be possible either or both systems have unstable periodic motions, we
did not search for them because we are interested in finding motions that required
only the simple hydrofoil flip controller previously described. Once the stable pe-
riodic motion was determined, the instantaneous mechanical power removed by the
generator is integrated over the cycle using MATLAB’s TRAPZ numerical quadrature
function.
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4.3 Results
In order to make fair comparisons for the performance of the two systems, the param-
eters of each model were varied to maximize the average cycle power of the system
using Vanderplaat’s [29] particle swarm optimization technique. This method was
chosen because it is capable of searching the parameter space to attempt to find bet-
ter local maxima of average cycle power. To check that the optimization routine has
successfully determined a local maximum, the gradient with respect to the system
parameters was numerically calculated at the given “optimal” point and compared
to the ideal gradient, ~0.
In particle swarm optimization, many particles are created and assigned random
“positions” and “velocities” in the design space. These positions and velocities are not
physical characteristics but are instead symbolic of what each particle’s parameters
are and how much they are allowed to change each iteration. For the optimization
techniques, 15 particles were created and given a pseudo-random “position” and “ve-
locity” for each parameter within a given range of values. An iteration is defined to
be one function call for each particle. At each iteration the particles change their
parameters by updating their position based on their velocity. The velocity is then
updated each iteration based off its previous velocity and are also modified to gravi-
tate towards the best found location of the particle and the best found location of the
swarm. The particles were allowed to move into regions that violate the constraints
that we set, but have no “memory” of the value of the objective function (average
cycle power) during this time. This allows the particles to keep searching the design
space, while having them eventually converge to a feasible region. The constraints
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that we used for the models are given in Eqns. 4.17-4.22.
−l2 + l3 ≤ 0 (4.17)
−Rf ≤ −0.05 (4.18)
−kgen ≤ 0 (4.19)
−l2 ≤ 0 (4.20)
−l3 ≤ 0 (4.21)
−If ≤ 0 (4.22)
Our simulation performed 150 iterations to determine an optimal set of parameters
and then the gradient at that point was calculated to determine if the found location
was at an optimum. This method allows the particles to search the design space before
converging at a local maximum. The inertia weight and acceleration coefficients of the
velocity update equation were modified over 60 iterations to allow the particles more
function calls to search for a better local maximum before beginning to converge on
a point. The final values of the inertia weight and acceleration coefficients after the
60 iterations were obtained from Eberhart et al. [12] to help the simulation converge
faster.
Table 4.1 shows the system parameters that remained the same for each of the
two models and were not varied or explored in the parameter optimization. They
were held constant for all iterations and used for both models, where applicable.
4.3.1 Optimization for Simple Hydrokite Model
For the model described in section 4.1.1, the following list shows the parameters
that were optimized and the range allowed for their initial random positions. After
the first iteration, the parameters were allowed to leave this range. Table 4.2 shows
the optimized parameters for the simple hydrokite model after 150 particle swarm
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Table 4.1: Model Parameters used for all simulations
Parameter Value
River Velocity (V∞) 1 m/s
Hydrofoil Span (b) 0.375 m
Chord Length (c) 0.13 m
Hydrofoil Aspect Ratio (AR) 2.88
Boom Mass (m) 25 kg
Kite Mass (mkite) 2.25 kg
Flywheel Mass (mf ) 15 kg
iterations.
1. Hydrofoil Angle, 70 ≤ β ≤ 90 [ ◦]
2. Generator Constant, 100 ≤ kgen ≤ 300 [N·m·s]
3. Boom Length, 1 ≤ l2 ≤ 5 [m]
4. Hydrofoil Flip Angle, 0 ≤ θflip ≤ 20 [ ◦]
Table 4.2: Optimal parameters for maximum power for the simple hydrokite model.
Parameter Value
Hydrofoil Angle, (β) 71.19 ◦
Generator Constant, (kgen) 4591 N·m·s
Boom Length, (l2) 25.88 m
Flip Angle, (θflip) 19.89
◦
Average Cycle Power, (P¯ ) 24.91 W
Fig. 4.7 shows the phase plane for the optimized simple hydrokite model. The
model begins with an initial boom angle of -90 ◦ and quickly converges to steady-
state. Fig. 4.8 shows the angular position of the boom as a function of time.
4.3.2 Optimization for Flywheel Model
Because the model described in section 4.1.2 has a flywheel, the parameters associated
with the flywheel also need to be optimized. The following list shows these parameters
in addition to the ranges for each parameter for the initial iteration. Note that the
addition of the crank-arm and flywheel to the system restricts the range of motion
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Fig. 4.7: Phase plane of the optimized simple hydrokite model.
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Fig. 4.8: Cycle of the boom for the optimized simple hydrokite model.
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for the boom. Thus, the flip angle for the system is a function of the Rf , l3, l4, xf ,
and yf . Table 4.3 shows the optimized parameters for the flywheel model after 150
particle swarm iterations.
1. Hydrofoil Angle, 85≤ β ≤ 95[ ◦]
2. Generator Constant, 0 ≤ kgen ≤ 3 [N·m·s]
3. Boom Length, 1 ≤ l2 ≤ 5 [m]
4. Crank-arm Attachment Loc., 0 ≤ l3 ≤ 5 [m]
5. Horiz. Pos. of Flywheel, 0 ≤ xf ≤ 10 [m]
6. Vert. Pos. of Flywheel, 0 ≤ yf ≤ 5 [m]
7. Radius of Flywheel, 0.1 ≤ Rf ≤ 0.5 [m]
8. Moment of Inertia of Flywheel, 0 ≤ If ≤ 5 [kg·m2]
Table 4.3: Optimal parameters for maximum power of the flywheel model.
Parameter Value
Hydrofoil Angle (β) 88.87 ◦
Generator Constant (kgen) 1.436 N·m·s
Boom Length (l2) 20.86 m
Crank Arm Location (l3) 1.429 m
Horiz. Pos. of Flywheel (xf ) 10.32 m
Vert. Pos. of Flywheel (yf ) 1.264 m
Flywheel Radius (Rf ) 0.1080 m
Flywheel Inertia (If ) 0.005838 kg·m2
Average Cycle Power (P¯ ) 278.1 W
Fig. 4.9 shows the phase plane for the optimized flywheel model, and Fig. 4.10
shows the angular position of the boom as a function of time. The phase plane shows
that the boom accelerates to a large velocity quickly near the ends of each stroke.
It is believed that this large acceleration is caused by the flywheel, despite the small
moment of inertia that the optimized flywheel has. This quick acceleration can be
shown in the phase plane of the flywheel, Fig. 4.11. Fig. 4.11 shows the flywheel
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Fig. 4.10: Cycle of the boom for the optimized flywheel model.
achieving an angular velocity of −375 rad/s, which indicates that the flywheel has a
significantly larger kinetic energy at the end of each stroke and is transferring that
energy back into the boom after the hydrofoil flips.
4.3.3 Sensitivity near the Optimal Parameters
Both models respond differently to changes in their system parameters because the
dynamics change significantly when a flywheel is added to the system. Because this
system has many parameters, it is hard to gain a complete understanding of how the
parameters interact with each other. Therefore, we examined the system performance
via single parameter variation studies, keeping all other variables constant. These
studies allow us to determine the sensitivity of the power production to changes in
each system parameter. Figures 4.12-4.15 show the parameter trends for the simple
hydrokite model described in section 4.1.1, and Figs. 4.16-4.24 show the parameter
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Fig. 4.11: Phase plane of the optimized flywheel with the angular velocity of the flywheel on the
y-axis and the angular position of the boom on the x-axis. The large increase in the magnitude of
the angular velocity of the flywheel near the end of each boom stroke shows that the flywheel is
gaining a lot of energy, despite its low moment of inertia.
trends for the flywheel model described in section 4.1.2.
For the simple hydrokite model, the hydrofoil angle, as shown in Fig. 4.12, appears
to be a critical parameter where a small change in the hydrofoil angle can drastically
reduce the performance of the system. In addition, the boom length, as shown in
Fig. 4.14, also appears to heavily influence the system power generation. The gener-
ator constant, Fig. 4.13, and the hydrofoil flip angle, Fig. 4.15, although important
parameters, do not appear to change the average cycle power as much as the hydrofoil
angle and boom length for the ranges that we examined.
For the flywheel model, the hydrofoil angle, Fig. 4.16, appears to be as critical
to the performance of the system as it is in the simple model. The steep drop-off
in power generated around 97 ◦ is due to the hydrofoil stalling, effectively applying
a large drag to the system and slowing it down considerably. Conversely, the boom
length, Fig. 4.18, is not as important for the flywheel model as it is for the simple
hydrokite model. The generator constant, Fig. 4.17; the crank-arm attachment loca-
tion, Fig. 4.19; the horizontal position of the flywheel, Fig. 4.20; the vertical position
of the flywheel, Fig. 4.21; and the radius of the flywheel, Fig. 4.22 are not critical
parameters to the average cycle power generated. Fig. 4.23 shows that the average
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Fig. 4.12: Sensitivity of performance for the hydrofoil angle, β, for the simple hydrokite model.
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Fig. 4.13: Sensitivity of performance for generator constant, kgen, for the simple hydrokite model.
cycle power increases as the moment of inertia decreases, but Fig. 4.24, a refined mo-
ment of inertia sensitivity plot near 0 kg·m2 shows that there is an optimal moment
of inertia slightly greater than zero.
4.4 Discussion
The most significant difference between the two models is the more than 1100%
increase in average cycle power for the model with the flywheel energy storage system.
Our conjecture for this striking increase in performance is that the flywheel is able
to avoid power loss at the ends of the cycle motion. Like a conventional turbine,
significant power production requires that the wing be moving at high speeds (larger
than the incoming flow speed). The flywheel is able to temporarily store energy
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Fig. 4.14: Sensitivity of performance for the boom length, l2, for the simple hydrokite model.
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Fig. 4.15: Sensitivity of performance for the hydrofoil flip angle, θflip, for the simple hydrokite
model.
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Fig. 4.16: Sensitivity of performance for the hydrofoil angle, β, for the flywheel model.
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Fig. 4.17: Sensitivity of performance for the generator constant, kgen, for the flywheel model.
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Fig. 4.18: Sensitivity of performance for the boom length, l2, for the flywheel model.
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Fig. 4.19: Sensitivity of performance for the crank-arm attachment location, l3, for the flywheel
model.
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Fig. 4.20: Sensitivity of performance for the horizontal position of the flywheel, xf , for the flywheel
model.
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Fig. 4.21: Sensitivity of performance for the vertical position of the flywheel, yf , for the flywheel
model.
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Fig. 4.22: Sensitivity of performance for the radius of the flywheel, Rf , for the flywheel model.
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Fig. 4.23: Sensitivity of performance for the moment of inertia of the flywheel, If , for the flywheel
model.
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Fig. 4.24: Close up view of the sensitivity of performance for the lower values of moment of inertia
of the flywheel, If , for the flywheel model near the optimal point.
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during the sweep across the flow and quickly accelerate the wing at the ends of each
half-cycle.
The particle swarm optimization provides some new insight into the dynamics of
the flywheel system. The moment of inertia of the flywheel optimized to an almost
zero value, 0.005838 kg·m2. Because the system energy is continuous due to the fact
that there are no impulses or impacts applied to the system, the angular velocity of
the flywheel increases significantly when the boom reaches either end of its range of
motion. As more power is generated from a higher velocity, the average cycle power
would increase as the moment of inertia of the flywheel decreases. Note that although
larger values of flywheel moment of inertia result in lower average cycle power, the
reduction in power is not large. This optimal low moment of inertia value may only
be optimal for instantaneous hydrofoil flips. As flipping time increased, the moment
of inertia of the flywheel would need to be significant enough to overcome the large
drag forces that are acting on the hydrofoil during the flip. For this idealized model,
the existence of a flywheel can significantly increase average cycle power. However,
for an actual system, a flywheel of larger inertia may be optimal.
Nearby the optimal point, we found that the average cycle power generated was
highly sensitive to the hydrofoil angle for both models. There appears to be a peak
angle that can generate the most amount of power, and the performance of the system
will drastically reduce if the hydrofoil angle is off by a few degrees. The generator
constant does not appear to be a very sensitive parameter for both models near the
optimal point. However, there is a clear peak for maximum power generation with
respect to generator constant. This peak makes sense, as no power will be generated if
the generator constant is zero and the system will not move as the generator constant
approaches infinity. The flywheel system is not sensitive at all to the horizontal
position of the flywheel, which we think is due to the fact that, for the range of values
examined, the angle of the connecting rod remains mostly horizontal for the entire
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cyclical motion. Nearby the optimal point, changes in the vertical position of the
flywheel do not create large changes in performance. However, there is a steep drop
in average cycle power if the vertical position of the flywheel is increased further from
the optimal point. The radius of the flywheel, which is uncoupled from both the mass
and inertia of the flywheel, requires a minimum value for the system to work but does
not appear to be a sensitive parameter near the optimal point.
4.5 Conclusion
It was determined that a flywheel can significantly improve the power production
performance of a hydrokite system. The flywheel attached to the system stores energy
as a hydrofoil moves across a river and releases the energy back into the boom near
the ends of each stroke to pull the hydrofoil back. Based on the simulation results,
we conjecture that the reason for this increase in performance is due to the flywheel
accelerating the hydrofoil to a higher velocity at the ends of the boom motion. Using
a NACA 0015 airfoil in a 1 m/s river velocity, the two models were optimized using
particle swarm optimization. The model without a flywheel generated an average
cycle power of 24.91 W while the model with the flywheel generated 278.1 W, an
increase of over 1100%.
The assumption of instantaneous hydrofoil flipping might be the cause of the low
optimal flywheel inertia and that an actual system may require a flywheel of larger
inertia to see the significant increase in power production.
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Fig. 5.1: Schematic of the hydrokite system. The hydrofoil is submerged in a river and point “o” is
positioned on a bridge or river bank. A generator and gearbox is located at point “f”.
Chapter 5
Analysis of the Effects of Flip Delay
This chapter was submitted as a journal article to IEEE Transactions on Sustainable
Energy. The paper was titled “Analysis of Hydrofoil Flip Time for a Hydrokinetic
System” and authored by Matthew Douglas and Dr. Mario Gomes. The paper opti-
mized the hydrokite system for various flip times using particle swarm optimization
and the simplex method. An experiment was performed that calculates the electrical
energy used by a servomotor to flip a hydrofoil for various flip times and depths.
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Fig. 5.2: Dimension that are used for the hydrokite system. Note that the crank-arm is considered
to be massless.
5.1 System Model
A two dimensional numerical simulation was created using MATLAB for a hydrokite
system. As shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, a hydrofoil is submerged in a river. A boom,
which is mounted on a bridge or river bank, point “o,” is connected to the hydrofoil
at point “c.” The hydrodynamic forces on the hydrofoil cause to boom to rotate.
The boom is constrained by a flywheel, which stores and releases system energy to
improve performance. The flywheel is attached to the boom via a crank-arm, which
connects point “a” to point “b.” A generator is coupled to the flywheel to harness the
hydropower. The system has one degree of freedom and requires an initial position
and initial velocity.
As the hydrodynamic forces affected by the apparent velocity and not the velocity
of the river, the apparent velocity first needs to be known. Apparent velocity, shown
graphically in Fig. 5.3, is calculated using Eqn. 5.1,
~Vapp = ~V∞ − ~Vk (5.1)
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Fig. 5.3: The apparent velocity is used for all future hydrodynamic equations. The apparent velocity
is calculated using both the velocity of the river and the velocity of the kite.
where ~Vapp is the apparent velocity, ~V∞ is the velocity of the river, and ~Vk is the
velocity of the kite. Once the apparent velocity is known, the hydrodynamic forces
can be calculated using Eqns. 5.2-5.4,
L =
1
2
ρCLAk|~Vapp|2 (5.2)
D =
1
2
ρCDAk|~Vapp|2 (5.3)
M =
1
2
ρCMAkc|~Vapp|2 (5.4)
where L is the lift force, D is the drag force, M is the hydrodynamic moment, ρ is the
density of the water, CL is the three-dimensional coefficient of life, CD is the three-
dimensional coefficient of drag, CM is the coefficient of moment, Ak is the projected
area of the hydrofoil, and c is the chord length. The drag and lift forces can be
summed to gain the total hydrodynamic force, ~F , using Eqn. 5.5,
~F = LλˆL +DλˆD (5.5)
where λˆL is the lift unit vector and λˆD is the drag unit vector. The drag unit vector
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and lift unit vector can be calculated using Eqns. 5.6 and 5.7, respectively,
λˆD =
~Vapp
|~Vapp|
(5.6)
λˆL = kˆ × λˆD (5.7)
Anderson’s [7] standard induced drag and angle-of-attack modifications were used on
the hydrofoil parameters to change the dynamics of the hydrofoil from an infinite
wing to act as a three-dimensional wing. The standard induced drag modification is
given in Eqn. 5.8, and the angle of attack modifications are given in Eqns. 5.9 and
5.10,
CD = Cdo +
C2L
(pieAR)
(5.8)
a =
ao
1 + 180ao
pi2e1AR
(5.9)
CL = a(α− αi) (5.10)
where Cdo is the parasitic drag, e and e1 are the span efficiency factors, AR is the
aspect ratio, ao is the lift slope for an infinite wing, a is the lift slope for a finite wing,
α is the angle of attack, and αi is the induced angle of attack.
The generator acts as a simple steady-state DC generator and applies a resistive
torque to the flywheel proportionally related to the angular speed of the flywheel.
This generator can be models using Eqn. 5.11,
~τgen = −kgen ~ψ = τ kˆ (5.11)
where ~τ is the resistive torque that the generator applies to the system, kgen is the
generator constant, and ~ψ is the angular velocity of the flywheel. The electrical inef-
ficiencies and transient dynamics of the generator were not considered in this paper.
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Fig. 5.4: The hydrofoil flip mechanism. The hydrofoil starts in its pre-flip state. Then once the flip
condition has been met, the hydrofoil flips instantly to β = 0. After a set flip time time, tflip, the
hydrofoil flips instantly to the post-flip state.
The generator constant can be modified by changing the electrical load applied to the
generator or by modifying the gear ratio between the flywheel and the generator.
At the end of each half stroke, the hydrofoil flips about the kˆ directions. This is
given by the flip condition θ˙ = 0, i.e. when the velocity of the boom is zero. In order
to simplify the motion, the flip is done with three states as shown in Fig. 5.4. The
first state is the first travel stage where the boom approaches the flip condition with
hydrofoil angle β = β1. Once the flip condition has been reached, the second state
of the flip begins by moving the hydrofoil to the zero position, β = 0. After waiting
the desired flip time, tflip, the final flip state begins. The hydrofoil moves instantly
to its new hydrofoil angle β = −β1. Even though this flip is not an accurate motion,
we believe that it is an appropriate assumption because the hydrofoil will be in a
high-drag state for the majority of the flip. This method provides an overestimate
for the reduction in performance for any given flip.
Fig. 5.5 shows the free-body diagram for the hydrokite systems. These forces are
used to create the equations of motion for the system using a Newton-Euler approach.
The equations are then solved with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration
with a variable time step. This is done using MATLAB’s ODE45 function.
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Fig. 5.5: Free-body diagram for the hydrokite system. Note that the generator torque, τ , exerts a
resistive torque proportional to the angular speed of the flywheel.
The parameter used to quantify the performance of the hydrokite system is av-
erage cycle power, which is found by integrating the instantaneous power that the
generator produces with respect to time and dividing by the total cycle time as given
by Eqns. 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14,
P = ~τgen · ~˙ψ (5.12)
Ecycle =
tf∫
ti
Pdt (5.13)
P¯ =
Ecycle
tf − ti (5.14)
where P is the instantaneous power, P¯ is the average cycle power, Ecycle is the cycle
energy, t is time, ti is the time at the start of the cycle, and tf is the time at the
end of the cycle. This numerical simulation calculates the average cycle power using
MATLAB’s numerical quadrature function, TRAPZ.
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5.2 Optimization
The system model gives an approximation for the performance of the system using
given a set of parameters. In order to gain an understanding of the potential results,
the system is optimized to maximize average cycle power. The system is first op-
timized using particle swarm optimization [29] for a flip time of 0.15 seconds. The
flip time is decreased slightly and the system is optimized again using the simplex
method [29] starting with the optimal point of the previous flip time. Particle swarm
optimization is chosen for the first flip time as it excels in finding an excellent optimal
point at the expense of computational time. Simplex method is chosen for each fur-
ther iteration because it can find optimal solutions quickly provided that the initial
point is close to the optimal point. As the flip time is changed slightly each iterations,
we believe that the optimal point should not shift far.
Particle swarm [29] is a relatively new optimization method based on flocking of
birds. The optimization scheme creates a set of particles that are given a random
“position” and “velocity” in the design space. These positions and velocities are
not physical characteristics of the system but are symbolic of the current design
parameters and how much each design parameter is allowed to change each iteration.
An iteration is defined as one function call for each particle. After each iteration the
velocity and positions are updated using Eqns. 5.15 and 5.16,
vji = wv
j−1
i + ψ1U1(bi − xj−1i ) + ψ2U2(I − xj−1i ) (5.15)
xji = x
j−1
i + v
j
i (5.16)
where w is the inertia weight constant, ψ1 and ψ2 are the acceleration coefficients, i
is the number of particles, j is the current iteration, U1 and U2 and random diagonal
matrices with a rank equal to the number of design parameters and are recreated
each iteration, x is the current position of the particle, v is the current velocity of
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Table 5.1: Constant parameters used for all optimization routines.
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
River Velocity V∞ 1 m/s
Chord Length c 0.13 m
Wingspan b 0.375 m
Mass of Boom mboom 25 kg
Mass of Kite mkite 2.25 kg
Mass of Flywheel mf 15 kg
the particle, b is the best known location of each particle, and I is the best known
location of all particles.
The particle swarm optimization was run for a flip time of 0.15 seconds. The
parameters that were held constant are listed in Table 5.1. The inertia weight constant
and the acceleration coefficients were modified over 60 iterations to allow the particles
time to search the design space before beginning to converge. The final values of the
inertia weight constant and the acceleration coefficients were chosen to match the
constants in Eberhart et al.’s paper [12]. In addition, the particle swarm method
chose to deal with constraints by allowing the particle enter the infeasible region but
not allowing the particles to remember any infeasible location, i.e. particles could not
update the b or I values of Eqn. 5.15 if they violated any constraint. The constraints
that are applied to the system are given in Eqns. 5.17-5.22.
−l2 + l3 ≤ 0 (5.17)
−Rf ≤ −0.05 (5.18)
−kgen ≤ 0 (5.19)
−l2 ≤ 0 (5.20)
−l3 ≤ 0 (5.21)
−If ≤ 0 (5.22)
The design parameters that were allowed to change during the optimization routine
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Table 5.2: Optimal location for a flip time of 0.15 seconds. These results were used for the follow
simplex optimization routines.
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Hydrofoil Angle β 88.91 ◦
Generator Constant kgen 709.5 N·m·s
Boom Length l2 150.4 m
Crank-arm Attachment Loc. l3 0.5584 m
Horiz. Pos. of Flywheel xf 44.27 m
Vert. Pos. of Flywheel yf 0.3183 m
Radius of Flywheel Rf 0.08900 m
Moment of Inertia of Flywheel If 1527 kg·m2
are listed below, along with the range that the particles could initially start the
optimization routine with.
1. Hydrofoil Angle, 85≤ β ≤ 95[ ◦]
2. Generator Constant, 0 ≤ kgen ≤ 3 [N·m·s]
3. Boom Length, 1 ≤ l2 ≤ 5 [m]
4. Crank-arm Attachment Loc., 0 ≤ l3 ≤ 5 [m]
5. Horiz. Pos. of Flywheel, 0 ≤ xf ≤ 10 [m]
6. Vert. Pos. of Flywheel, 0 ≤ yf ≤ 5 [m]
7. Radius of Flywheel, 0.1 ≤ Rf ≤ 0.5 [m]
8. Moment of Inertia of Flywheel, 0 ≤ If ≤ 30 [kg·m2]
After 150 iterations, the particle swarm optimization found an optimal value listed
in Table 5.2. The system was able to produce an average cycle power of 234.6 Watts
with a flip time of 0.15 seconds.
As particle swarm optimization requires a lot of function calls to complete, finding
the optimal point for every flip time using particle swarm optimization is impractical.
Instead, we have chosen to use the simplex method of optimize the rest of the flip
times. As the system has already been optimized for a flip time of 0.15 seconds, we
will use that as the starting point. If flip time is increased or decreased by a small
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amount, the optimal point should not shift far in the design space. This allows the
simplex method to converge quickly as the optimal point from the previous flip time
will be used as the starting point of the new optimization routine.
The simplex method [29] creates a regular simplex around an initial location. The
regular simplex can be mirrored by moving a single vertex across the centroid of
the remaining vertices. This movement allows the simplex to retain its shape while
moving only one vertex. If the optimization routine moves the simplex away from the
worst vertex, the simplex will always move in a direction that improves its position.
Our optimization routine sets any vertices that violated constraints to an average
cycle power of zero, as it is the worst possible case.
Starting at a flip time of 0.15 seconds, the simplex method was run for flip times
decreasing from 0.15 seconds to 0.00 seconds in 0.01 second increments. The opti-
mization routine was run again for flip times increasing from 0.15 seconds to 1.00
second in 0.01 seconds. Again, the parameters listed in Table 5.1 were held constant
for the simplex method. The results are shown in Fig. 5.6. The system was able to
produce a maximum of 240.1 W of power at a hydrofoil flip time of 0.01 seconds. The
steep drop in performance at a flip time of 0.45 is due to the optimization routine.
The optimal condition at a flip time of 0.44 seconds could not produce any power
at a flip time of 0.45 seconds. This issue could be solved by reducing the flip time
step size so the optimization routine has more steps to track the optimal location.
However, due to time constraints and a clear trend in power production, we chose to
not pursue the optimization with smaller step sizes.
The experiments discussed in section 5.3 records the energy required to flip the
hydrofoil. As the cycle of the hydrokite contains two hydrofoil flips, the total energy
generated will be the energy of two flips subtracted from the cycle energy generated
from the simulation. Therefore, cycle energy is an important parameter that needs to
be explored. The cycle energy is calculated using Eqn. 5.13. For hydrofoil flip time
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Fig. 5.6: Performance of the system as flip time changes. The steep drop in performance at a flip
time of 0.45 seconds is due to the optimization routine.
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Fig. 5.7: The trend of the cycle time for each flip time of the optimized systems.
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Fig. 5.8: The trend of the cycle energy for each flip time of the optimized systems.
that succeeded, i.e. a flip time between 0.00 seconds and 0.44 seconds as given by
Fig. 5.6, the cycle time and cycle energy were recorded.
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Fig. 5.7 shows the trend of the cycle time as hydrofoil flip time changes. With
a hydrofoil flip time of 0.00 seconds, the cycle time is 11.22 seconds. As expected,
the cycle time increases with increasing flip times. At a flip time of 0.44 seconds, the
cycle time is 14.55 seconds.
Fig. 5.8 shows the trend of the cycle energy as hydrofoil flip time changes. The
cycle energy appears to be relatively constant for all flip times, with values of ranging
from 2504 J to 2694 J.
5.3 Experimentation
While the simulation can provide information on the reduction in performance that a
flip time provides, it does not account for the energy required to flip the hydrofoil. As
this would be hard to model in a numerical simulation without using a computational
fluid dynamics software, we chose to use an experimental setup to gain insight into
the energy it takes to flip the hydrofoil. A Hitec HS-7950TH High Voltage Torque
servomotor transmits torque to a 60-tooth timing-belt pulley. This pulley connects
to a 10-tooth timing-belt pulley, which is coupled to a shaft that is mounted to a
submerged NACA 0015 hydrofoil with a chord length of 60 mm. The position of the
hydrofoil is measured with a Bourns 10 kΩ potentiometer. An Arduino Uno controls
the motion of the servomotor and a National Instruments NI USB-6210 multifunc-
tion data acquisition device records the servomotor voltage, servomotor current, and
potentiometer voltage. An Eveready Super Heavy Duty 6 V battery powered the
servomotor. This setup is shown in Fig. 5.9. As shown in Fig. 5.10, at point “v”,
a voltage divider was used to measure the voltage applied to the servomotor. Forty
10 Ω resistors were connected in parallel, for a total resistant of 0.25 Ω. The voltage
was measured at point “i” to measure the current inputted to the servomotor. The
potentiometer voltage is measured at point “p”.
The hydrofoil was flipped by moving the servomotor a small amount and waiting
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Fig. 5.9: Hydrofoil Flip Experiment Setup. A servomotor turns a hydrofoil through a timing belt.
The hydrofoil is submerged in a bucket. The water is allowed time between tests to allow the water
to settle. The angle of the hydrofoil is measured with a potentiometer. An Arduino controls the
servomotor and an NI USB-6210 records the data. The servomotor is powered with a 6 V battery.
10 milliseconds. This time was chosen because it was fast enough to render code
delays negligible, but did not cause any noticeable stuttering in the motion of the
hydrofoil for the range of flip times that the experiment used. The hydrofoil is set to
flip 180 ◦, and the distance moved each iteration and hydrofoil flip time are determined
by the number of iterations using Eqns. 5.23 and 5.24, respectively,
βiter =
180 ◦
niter
(5.23)
niter =
tflip
0.01
(5.24)
where βiter is the distance the hydrofoil moves each iterations, niter is the number is
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Fig. 5.10: The circuit schematic for the data acquistion. The servomotor current is measured at point
“i”, the servomotor voltage is measured at point “c”, and the potentiometer voltage is measured at
point “p”. An Arduino Uno controls the servomotor. The voltage at points “i”, “v”, and “p” are
recorded by the NI USB-6210 multifunction data acquisition device.
iterations, and tflip is the time to flip. The servomotor current and voltage were used
to calculate the power used by the servomotor using Eqn. 5.25,
Pservo = IservoVservo (5.25)
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Fig. 5.11: Energy required for the servomotor to flip the hydrofoil for various flip times.
where Pservo is the power consumed by the servomotor, Iservo is the current entering
the servomotor, and Vservo is the voltage applied to the servomotor. The energy
for each hydrofoil flip is calculated using MATLAB’s numerical quadrature function,
TRAPZ.
For the first experiment, the energy was measured for various flip times. For all
trials, the hydrofoil was submerged 11 inches and the water was allowed several min-
utes to settle before each flip. The flip times used for this experiment range from 0.25
seconds to 1 seconds in intervals of 0.05 seconds. This range was chosen as the servo-
motor could not exceed flip times of 0.25 seconds. Each flip was performed 5 times,
and the results are displayed in Fig. 5.11. While we would expect the servomotor
to use less power as flip time increases as the velocity would be decreasing, we can
see that that is not the case. After a flip time of 0.4 seconds, the energy required to
flip the hydrofoil increases. This is most likely due to increasing inefficiencies in the
servomotor as flip time is increased. This can be counteracted by using a servomotor
that is designed to flip at peak efficiency.
The second experiment performed varied the submerged level of the hydrofoil for
a flip time of 0.25 seconds. The submerged levels varied from 2 inches to 11 inches
with intervals of 1 inch. Each level had 5 trials, and the results are displayed in
Fig. 5.12. As expected, the energy required to flip the hydrofoil increases linearly as
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Fig. 5.12: Energy required for the servomotor to flip the hydrofoil for various hydrofoil submerged
heights.
the submerged depth increases.
5.4 Conclusion
The data obtained from the optimization routines in section 5.2 show that the av-
erage cycle power drops as hydrofoil flip time increases. In addition there is a steep
drop in performance once the hydrofoil flip time increases past 0.45 seconds. This
reduction in power generated is caused by the optimization routine where the opti-
mized parameters for the flip time of 0.44 seconds could not run for a flip time of 0.45
seconds. The cycle energy for flip times ranging from 0.00 seconds to 0.44 seconds
remain relatively constant with values ranging from 2504 J to 2694 J. The decrease in
average cycle power is caused by an increase in the cycle time as flip time increases.
The experimental data detailed in section 5.3 show the energy required to flip a
hydrofoil for various flip times and submerged depths. The energy required to flip the
hydrofoil appeared to be at a minimum at 0.4 seconds. These results were counter
intuitive because it was expected that the energy required to flip the hydrofoil would
decrease as the flip time increased, due to lower speeds and smaller hydrodynamic
forces. However, the data clearly shows an increase in energy required to flip the hy-
drofoil as the flip time increases passed 0.4 seconds. A possible reason for this is that
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the power recorded was electrical power, which includes the inefficiencies of the servo-
motor. It may be possible that at lower speeds, the servomotor becomes less efficient
for the prescribed flip motion. The energy required to flip the hydrofoil increased lin-
early as depth increased. These results match intuition as the hydrodynamic forces
increase linearly with wing area.
A key result from the experiment was the amount of energy required to flip the
hydrofoil. For all experiments, the energy required was less than 1 Joule. Our simu-
lation shows that over 2500 J can be produced from one cycle. As only two hydrofoil
flips occur in any given cycle, the effect of the energy required to flip the hydrofoil
appears to be negligible. It is important to note that the hydrofoil that was simulated
is not the same size or aspect ratio as the one used in the experiment; the simulated
hydrofoil had a chord length of 0.13 m and a submerged depth of 0.375 m and the
experimental hydrofoil had a chord length of 0.06 m and a submerged depth of 0.279
m (when testing flip time). As the experimental hydrofoil was smaller than the sim-
ulated hydrofoil, we would expect the energy required to flip simulated hydrofoil to
be larger than the one measured in the experiment. Despite this, we do not expect
this increase in hydrofoil size to be large enough to have any significant impact on
the simulated system. Therefore, we recommend that the hydrofoil should be flipped
as fast as possible.
Further experimental research needs to be performed on a hydrofoil similar to
the one used in the simulation to confirm that a larger hydrofoil would not cause a
significant increase in energy consumed. In addition, further research needs to be
performed on the energy required to flip the hydrofoil for flip times less than 0.25.
The energy required is expected to increase drastically as flip time approaches zero
seconds. This research was not performed for this paper due to limitations in the
servomotor used in the experiment.
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Chapter 6
Final Conclusions
6.1 Overall Conclusion
A two-dimensional numerical simulation was created using MATLAB that can predict
the average cycle power generated from a hydrokite system. The model described in
this thesis was improved over the previous iterations by including a flywheel that
connects to the boom using a crank-arm. The flywheel stores system energy during
the stroke as kinetic energy and imparts the energy back into the boom at the end
of each stroke. This motion allows the hydrofoil to be accelerated to a higher energy
state faster than without the flywheel, resulting in a higher average cycle power
production.
As this simulation is similar to McConnaghy’s [23] model, the two models can
be compared to determine the validity of both simulations. McConnaghy’s model
shows that with certain parameters, no more than 1340 W can be generated. The fly-
wheel model modifies McConnaghy’s model by including the flywheel and crank-arm
and accounting for the dynamics of the system. While these models are dynamically
different, the flywheel model should still never exceed the power production of Mc-
Connaghy’s model. Even when the flywheel model was optimized and using other
similar parameters, the flywheel model could only produce 984.1 W. In addition the
trends of the hydrofoil angle can be compared. Both McConnaghy’s model and the
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flywheel model show that the power production is sensitive to the hydrofoil angle.
Also, the optimal hydrofoil angle for McConnaghy’s model is close to the optimal
value for the flywheel model.
As the dynamics of the hydrokite change with the application of the flywheel, the
effects of each parameters were not known how they would affect the systems. Various
optimization techniques were performed on the simulation to maximize average cycle
power. Brute force optimization was performed to gain a better understanding of the
trends of each parameter. Hill climber optimization, simplex method, and particle
swarm optimization were performed to obtain the optimal location. Three optimiza-
tion methods were chosen to so that the design space could be searched extensively.
Particle swarm optimization found the best location for the hydrokite with an average
cycle power of 278.1 W for a 1 m/s river velocity. An interesting trend from the opti-
mization routines was that the moment of inertia of the flywheel constantly was being
optimized to values close to 0 kg·m2. As there are no losses due to bearing friction or
air drag, all of the energy from the boom is being imparted into the flywheel. With
a low moment of inertia, this causes the flywheel to obtain a high angular velocity.
Because more energy is harvested from faster velocities, the system is able to harness
a few extra Watts of power when the moment of inertia of the flywheel is low. This is
only true for flip times of 0 seconds. When the flip time is not 0 seconds, the moment
of inertia of the flywheel needs to be large enough to retain most of its energy during
the high-drag state of the flip.
While the performance of the hydrokite system with the flywheel was optimized,
a comparison needed to be made to the previous model without the flywheel so
we can prove that the flywheel actually improves the performance of the system. A
numerical simulation of the model without the flywheel was also created in MATLAB.
This model was optimized using particle swarm optimization and found an optimal
point of 24.91 W for a 1 m/s river velocity. Besides the design parameters, all other
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variables were the same as for the optimization routine of the new flywheel model.
This shows that the flywheel was able to improve performance by over 1100%.
While the simulation looks promising, it does contain several assumptions that
could severely affect the results. Two of these assumptions are the instantaneous
flip time and that the servomotor does not require energy to flip the hydrofoil. In
order to gain a better understanding of these assumptions, the numerical simulation
was modified to include a period during the flip where the hydrofoil would have a
hydrofoil angle of 0 ◦. This model is an approximation for the hydrofoil flip because
it is in a high-drag state for the entirety of the flip time; therefore, this model over-
approximates the effects. The model shows that the hydrokite decreases in power
generated as the hydrofoil flip time increases. This trend continues until a flip time
of 0.45 seconds is reached, where the system cannot produce any significant power.
The energy it takes to flip a small-scale hydrofoil was researched using an experi-
mental test. The electrical energy required for a servomotor to flip the hydrofoil was
calculated for various flip times and depths. A flip time of 0.4 seconds consumed
the least amount of energy. This result is counter-intuitive as we would expect the
energy consumed to decrease as flip time increased. It is believed that the reason for
this result is a reduction in servomotor efficiency for higher flip times. The energy
consumed increased linearly as depth increased. The energy consumed for all tests
was less than 1 J per flip. As the optimized system predicts that over 2500 J are
generated per cycle, we believe that the energy that the servomotor would consume
is negligible.
6.2 Research Contributions
1. Created numerical simulation of hydrokite with flywheel
2. Optimized hydrokite system with flywheel for average cycle power
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(a) Found optimal location for several design parameters using hill climber
optimization, simplex method, and particle swarm optimization
(b) Analyzed trends and sensitivity of several design parameters
3. Compared performance of optimized hydrokite with flywheel to a previous opti-
mized hydrokite without a flywheel in order to determine how much the flywheel
improved the system
4. Analyzed effects of hydrofoil flip time
(a) Created simulation to determine performance losses due to hydrofoil flip
time
(b) Performed experimental work to determine electrical energy required to flip
hydrofoil
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The results from this thesis show that the hydrokite system is a promising new renew-
able energy system that is capable of harnessing energy from rivers without requiring
dams. The thesis shows that the performance can be increased significantly by attach-
ing a flywheel energy storage system to the hydrokite’s boom through a crank-arm.
These results were obtained largely from theory and simulation. In order to gain a
better understanding of the actual performance of the hydrokite, the following should
be researched in future work:
1. Analyze the effects of unsymmetrical boom motion, i.e. how does a hydrokite
work when mounted to a river bank instead of a bridge.
2. Determine other hydrofoil angle control mechanisms to see if the system can
produce more power than the simple flip at the end of each stroke.
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3. Analyze effects of non-uniform river flow on the performance of the system.
4. Determine stability of the hydrokite system if an object (e.g. floating log, fish,
person) interferes with the motion.
5. Research other methods of storing system energy (e.g. springs).
6. Analyze the effect of multiple hydrofoil for increased power generation.
7. Research possibility of using hydrokites in other environments (e.g. tidal flows).
8. Perform experimental research on a physical prototype to gain an understanding
of the actual possible performance of the system.
9. Determine energy loses due to sources such as bearing friction and air drag.
10. Determine the mechanical energy required to flip the hydrofoil.
11. Analyze the energy it requires to flip the hydrofoil for various hydrofoils to
determine the optimal setup.
12. Analyze the energy it requires to flip the hydrofoil for faster flip times to deter-
mine the optimal flip speed.
13. Research the various ecological effects (e.g. fish migration disruption, danger to
fish, effects on downstream flow) of incorporating a hydrokite system into the
environment.
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Appendix A
System Model
A.1 Equations
Figs. A.1, A.2, and A.3 show the freebody diagrams of the boom, crank-arm, and
flywheel, respectively. The following three equations, Eqn. A.1, Eqn. A.2, Eqn. A.3,
are the two-dimensional dynamics equations for the flywheel,
−F1x + Sx = m1x¨1 (A.1)
−F1y + Sy = m1y¨1 (A.2)
F1xRf sinψ − F1yRf cosψ − τ = If ψ¨ (A.3)
where F1 is the force between the crank arm and the flywheel, S is the reaction force
on the flywheel, m1 is the mass of the flywheel, τ is the resistance torque about the
flywheel, x1 and y1 are the horizontal and vertical positions of the flywheel, If is
the moment of inertia of the flywheel, Rf is the radius of the flywheel, and ψ is the
angular position of the flywheel.
The following three equations, Eqn. A.4, Eqn. A.5, Eqn. A.6, are the two-dimen-
sional dynamics equations for the crank-arm,
F2x + F1x = m2x¨2 (A.4)
F2y + F1y = m2y¨2 (A.5)
F2y(
l4
2
) cosφ− F2x( l4
2
) sinφ− F1y( l4
2
) cosφ+ F1x(
l4
2
) sinφ = Icrankφ¨ (A.6)
where F2 is the force between the crank-arm and the boom, m2 is the mass of the
crank-arm, x2 and y2 are the horizontal and vertical position of the crank-arm, l4 is
the length of the crank-arm, Icrank is the moment of inertia of the crank-arm, and φ
is the angular position of the crank-arm.
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Fig. A.1: Freebody Diagram of the Boom.
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Fig. A.2: Freebody Diagram of the Crank-Arm.
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Fig. A.3: Freebody Diagram of the Flywheel.
The following three equations, Eqn. A.7, Eqn. A.8, and Eqn. A.9, are the two-
dimensional dynamics equations for the boom,
Rx − F2x + Lx +Dx = m3x¨3 (A.7)
Ry − F2y + Ly +Dy = m3y¨3 (A.8)
−Rxl1 cos θ −Ryl1 sin θ + F2x(l1 − l3) cos θ + F2y(l1 − l3) sin θ
+ (l1uˆr × ~L) · kˆ + (l1uˆr × ~D) · kˆ −M = Icmθ¨ (A.9)
where R is the reaction force applied to the boom, m3 is the mass of the boom,
L is the lift force, D is the drag force, M is the hydrodynamic moment about the
hydrofoil, x3 and y3 are the horizontal and vertical position of the boom, Icm is the
moment of inertia about the center of mass of the boom, l1 is the half of the length
of the boom, l3 is the length from the point of rotation on the boom to the point
of connection between the crank-arm and the boom, θ is the angular position of the
boom, and uˆr is the unit vector along the boom length.
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The following eight equations, Eqns. A.10 - A.17, are the constraint equations,
x¨3 − (l1 cos(θ)θ¨ − l1 sin(θ)θ˙2) = 0 (A.10)
y¨3 − (l1 sin(θ)θ¨ + l1 cos(θ)θ˙2) = 0 (A.11)
x¨3 − ((l1 − l3) cos(θ)θ¨ − (l1 − l3) sin(θ)θ˙2) = x¨2 − (( l4
2
) sin(φ)φ¨+ (
l4
2
) cos(φ)φ˙2)
(A.12)
y¨3 − ((l1 − l3) sin(θ)θ¨ − (l1 − l3) cos(θ)θ˙2) = y¨2 + (( l4
2
) cos(φ)φ¨− ( l4
2
) sin(φ)φ˙2)
(A.13)
x¨2 + ((
l4
2
) sin(φ)φ¨+ (
l4
2
) cos(φ)φ˙2) = x¨1 − (Rf sin(ψ)ψ¨ +Rf cos(ψ)ψ˙2)
(A.14)
y¨2 − (( l4
2
) cos(φ)φ¨− ( l4
2
) sin(φ)φ˙2) = y¨1 + (Rf cos(ψ)ψ¨ −Rf sin(ψ)ψ˙2)
(A.15)
x¨1 = 0 (A.16)
y¨1 = 0 (A.17)
There equations were found by setting the attachment point of each components equal
to each other and deriving twice with respect to time.
The nine momentum balance equations and the eight constraint equations, Eqns. A.1
- A.17, were solved for the accelerations, ψ¨, φ¨, and θ¨ and the reaction forces. The
accelerations were the equations of motions used in the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
numerical integration routine.
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Appendix B
Optimization of Hydrokite Model
In order to effectively evaluate the performance of the hydrokite, the parameters of
the system need to be optimized. As the flywheel is a new addition to the hydrokite
system, the parameters of the flywheel were optimized, in addition to a few others.
While it is very difficult to be sure that an optimization scheme has found the global
maximum average cycle power, we can be sure that a local maximum average cycle
power has been found by comparing the numerical gradient of the optimal point to
an ideal ~0. In order to ensure that a good local maximum was chosen, this thesis uti-
lizes four different optimization schemes to find the optimal point. The optimization
schemes are brute force method, hill climber method, simplex method, and particle
swarm optimization. Each of these optimization schemes have various benefits and
detriments, e.g. inability to deal with constraints; therefore, each method optimizes
a different set of parameters and constraints that have been picked to comply with
the chosen method.
B.1 Optimization Techniques
B.1.1 Brute Force Method
The brute force method is a simple optimization scheme that varies each design vari-
able incrementally to find the objective function for an array of parameters. Because
the method finds the average cycle power for a large variety of points, especially in
high dimension problems, the optimization takes a long time to complete. In addition
the brute force method struggles to find an actual optimal point, because it does not
optimize iteratively. Instead, it finds the function values for a predetermined set of
points. In higher dimensional problems, it is challenging to show the results from
the brute force method as only two to three dimensions can be easily shown on a
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Table B.1: Constant parameters for all brute force optimization methods
Parameter Symbol Value Units
River Velocity Vinf 1
m
s
Water Density ρ 1000 kg
m3
Wingspan b 0.75 m
Chord Length c 0.125 m
Boom Length l2 2.5 m
Crank-arm Attachment Location l3 1.25 m
Mass of the Boom mboom 1 kg
Mass of the Kite mkite 0 kg
graph. However, brute force is able to show the trends of how a couple of parameters
affect the system. This is done by varying two parameters while keeping all other
parameters constant. If this technique is done for the most critical parameters, it is
possible to gain an understanding about what parameters need to be optimized with
other optimization techniques.
Brute Force Method Results
The brute force method was performed for five different parameters, hydrofoil angle,
moment of inertia of the flywheel, radius of the flywheel, horizontal position of the
flywheel, and vertical position of the flywheel. For each brute force optimization cycle,
the parameters were varied with the generator constant because the ideal generator
constant is highly dependent upon all other parameters and would be chosen to
maximize average cycle power in a real-life scenario. The constant parameters used
across all brute force optimization methods are listed in Table B.1. The parameters
used in the brute force optimization are listed in Tables B.2, B.3, B.4, B.5, B.6, for the
hydrofoil angle, moment of inertia of the flywheel, radius of the flywheel, horizontal
position of the flywheel, and vertical position of the flywheel, respectively. It
should be noted that the brute force method and hill climbing method used a larger
kite than all other optimization methods and simulations. This larger kite causes the
average cycle power to be significantly higher. However, even though the different
kites produce different results, the trends obtained from this optimization should
be similar for other kites. The results for the hydrofoil angle, moment of inertia of
the flywheel, radius of the flywheel, horizontal position of the flywheel, and vertical
position of the flywheel are shown in Figs. B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.5, respectively.
From Fig. B.1, we can see that there is a clear peak power at a hydrofoil angle of
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Table B.2: Constant parameters for the brute force optimization method when varying the hydrofoil
angle and generator constant.
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Hydrofoil Angle β varied deg
Generator Constant k varied Nms
Horizontal Position of the Flywheel xf 3 m
Vertical Position of the Flywheel yf 1 m
Radius of the Flywheel Rf 0.25 m
Moment of Inertia of the Flywheel If 1 kgm
2
Table B.3: Constant parameters for the brute force optimization method when varying the moment
of inertia of the flywheel and generator constant.
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Hydrofoil Angle β 92 deg
Generator Constant k varied Nms
Horizontal Position of the Flywheel xf 3 m
Vertical Position of the Flywheel yf 1 m
Radius of the Flywheel Rf 0.5 m
Moment of Inertia of the Flywheel If varied kgm
2
Table B.4: Constant parameters for the brute force optimization method when varying the radius
of the flywheel and generator constant.
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Hydrofoil Angle β 92 deg
Generator Constant k varied Nms
Horizontal Position of the Flywheel xf 3 m
Vertical Position of the Flywheel yf 1 m
Radius of the Flywheel Rf varied m
Moment of Inertia of the Flywheel If 1 kgm
2
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Table B.5: Constant parameters for the brute force optimization method when varying the horizontal
position of the flywheel and generator constant.
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Hydrofoil Angle β 92 deg
Generator Constant k varied Nms
Horizontal Position of the Flywheel xf varied m
Vertical Position of the Flywheel yf 1 m
Radius of the Flywheel Rf 0.5 m
Moment of Inertia of the Flywheel If 1 kgm
2
Table B.6: Constant parameters for the brute force optimization method when varying the vertical
position of the flywheel and generator constant.
Parameter Symbol Value Units
Hydrofoil Angle β 92 deg
Generator Constant k varied Nms
Horizontal Position of the Flywheel xf 1 m
Vertical Position of the Flywheel yf varied m
Radius of the Flywheel Rf 0.5 m
Moment of Inertia of the Flywheel If 1 kgm
2
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Fig. B.1: Brute force optimization for the hydrofoil angle and generator constant.
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Fig. B.2: Brute force optimization for the moment of inertia of the flywheel and generator constant.
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Fig. B.3: Brute force optimization for the radius of the flywheel and generator constant.
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Fig. B.4: Brute force optimization for the horizontal position of the flywheel and generator constant.
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Fig. B.5: Brute force optimization for the vertical position of the flywheel and generator constant.
92 degrees. Fig. B.2 shows that the system is relatively insensitive to the moment
of inertia and Fig. B.3 shows that as the radius of the flywheel increases, a larger
generator constant is required to produce equal cycle powers. Fig. B.4 shows that
there is a clear peak at a horizontal flywheel position at 1 meter. Fig. B.5 shows that
power increases as the vertical flywheel position increase until it crosses a threshold
where the system stops producing any power.
B.1.2 Hill Climber Method
The hill climber method is a basic optimization scheme which guarantees a local
maximum to be found, provided that there is an optimal point. It is a slow method
that compares the gradient for a specific parameter and takes a small step in the
optimal direction. This is repeated once for each parameter. Then the process is
repeated until an optimal point has been found.
Hill Climber Method Results
Using the parameters listed in Table B.1 and starting with the initial design param-
eters listed in Table B.7, the hill climber method was allowed to run until a local
maximum had been found. This simulation required 91 iterations. An optimal av-
erage cycle power of 984.1 Watts was found for the parameters listed in Table B.8.
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Table B.7: Initial parameters and step sizes for each design parameter for the hill climber optimiza-
tion. The optimal point from the brute force optimization was used for the initial condition for the
hill climber optimization.
Parameter Symbol Initial Value Step Size Units
Hydrofoil Angle β 1.6057 0.001 rad
Generator Constant k 1 0.01 Nms
Radius of the Flywheel Rf 0.5 0.001 m
Moment of Inertia of the Flywheel If 2 0.01 kgm
2
Horizontal Position of the Flywheel xf 1 0.1 m
Vertical Position of the Flywheel yf 1.5 0.01 m
Table B.8: Final parameters obtained from the hill climber optimization routine.
Parameter Symbol Initial Value Units
Hydrofoil Angle β 1.5997 rad
Generator Constant k 0.97 Nms
Radius of the Flywheel Rf 0.506 m
Moment of Inertia of the Flywheel If 1.68 kgm
2
Horizontal Position of the Flywheel xf 5.6 m
Vertical Position of the Flywheel yf 1.94 m
Average Cycle Power P¯ 984.1 W
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Table B.9: Initial Conditions for the Simplex Optimization Method
Parameter Symbol Initial Condition Units
Hydrofoil Angle β 88 deg
Generator Constant k 2 Nms
Horizontal Position of the Flywheel xf 5 m
Vertical Position of the Flywheel yf 1 m
Radius of the Flywheel Rf 0.25 m
Moment of Inertia of the Flywheel If 25 kgm
2
B.1.3 Simplex Method
The simplex method is a common optimization technique that creates a regular sim-
plex polyhedron about a starting point. Because a regular simplex polyhedron is
an n-dimensional object where all sides have the same length, a single point can be
flipped across the polyhedron while still retaining its shape. This allows the polyhe-
dron to move the worst vertex to another point on the other side of the object without
having to move any of the other points. As the polyhedron is always moving away
from its worst location, it is constantly improving its position in the design space.
After many iterations, the polyhedron will have moved towards an optimal point.
The simplex method is a popular method because it only requires one function call
for each iteration and it allows the method to jump over noncontinuous surfaces. It
also does not require any gradient information.
Simplex Method Results
By varying the hydrofoil angle, β; generator constant, k; horizontal position of the
flywheel, xf ; the vertical position of the flywheel, yf ; the radius of the flywheel, Rf ;
and the moment of inertia of the flywheel, If using the starting conditions shown in
Table B.9, the simplex method, using MATLAB’s FMINSEARCH function, was able
to optimize the system to generate 267.7 Watts of power. This optimal point occurred
with the parameters shown in Table B.10. Note that the kite was significantly smaller
than the previous optimization techniques. This was chosen as it matches a physical
hydrofoil that we have available.
B.1.4 Particle Swarm Method
Particle swarm is a relatively new optimization method. In Vanderplaat’s [29] particle
swarm optimization, many particles are created and assigned random “positions”
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Table B.10: Final Parameters for the Simplex Optimization Method
Parameter Symbol Initial Condition Units
River Velocity Vinf 1
m
s
Water Density ρ 1000 kg
m3
Wingspan b 0.375 m
Chord Length c 0.13 m
Boom Length l2 5 m
Crank-arm Attachment Location l3 1.25 m
Mass of the Boom mboom 25 kg
Mass of the Kite mkite 2.25 kg
Hydrofoil Angle β 88.89 deg
Generator Constant k 0.6282 Nms
Horizontal Position of the Flywheel xf 16.5733 m
Vertical Position of the Flywheel yf 1.5816 m
Radius of the Flywheel Rf 0.3455 m
Moment of Inertia of the Flywheel If 1.160 · 10−6 kgm2
Average Cycle Power P¯ 267.7 W
and “velocities” in the design space. These positions and velocities are not physical
characteristics but are instead symbolic of what each particle’s parameters are and
how much they are allowed to change each iteration. At each iteration, where an
iteration is defined as one function call for each particle, the particles would change
its parameters by updating its position based on its velocity. The velocity is then
updated each iteration based off its previous velocity and are also modified to gravitate
towards the best found location of the particle and the best found location of the
swarm. The particles are allowed to move into regions that violate constraints, but
they are not allowed to remember any power generated during this time. This allows
the particles to keep searching, while having them eventually converge to a feasible
region. The constraints applied to the system are listed in Eqns. B.1-B.6.
−l2 + l3 ≤ 0 (B.1)
−Rf ≤ −0.05 (B.2)
−k ≤ 0 (B.3)
−l2 ≤ 0 (B.4)
−l3 ≤ 0 (B.5)
−If ≤ 0 (B.6)
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Particle swarm is beneficial because it creates many particles that are allowed to
search the design space. As there is not just one particle, it gives a greater chance
that a better local maximum will be found. This gives greater confidence that there
is no better maxima, provided that there were enough particles and that the initial
position bounds were appropriate. On the other hand, particle swarm uses random
numbers, which could cause the optimization scheme to miss certain optimal points.
As each particle needs to evaluation the function and many iterations need to be
completed, the optimization scheme can take a long time.
Particle Swarm Method Results
For this optimization technique, 15 particles were created and given a pseudo-random
“position” for each parameter within a set bound listed below. The pseudo-random
“velocity” was allowed to be 1
10
of the range of the positions. Our simulation per-
formed 150 iterations and then the gradients of each parameter were calculated to
determine if the optimal location was found. The coefficients of the velocity update
equation were modified over 60 iterations to allow the particles more function calls
to search for a better local maximum before beginning to converge to the optimal
location. Table B.11 shows the system parameters that were remained constant and
were not explored in the parameter optimization. Like the simplex method, this op-
timization routine used the smaller kite. Table B.12 shows the optimized parameters
for the flywheel model after 150 particle swarm iterations. 278.1 Watts was able to
be produced from the optimal set up.
1. Hydrofoil Angle, 85≤ β ≤ 95 ◦
2. Generator Constant, 0 ≤ kgen ≤ 3 N·m·s
3. Boom Length, 1 ≤ l2 ≤ 5 m
4. Crank-arm Attachment Location, 0 ≤ l3 ≤ 5 m
5. Horiz. Pos. of Flywheel, 0 ≤ xf ≤ 10 m
6. Vert. Pos. of Flywheel, 0 ≤ yf ≤ 5 m
7. Radius of the Flywheel, 0.1 ≤ Rf ≤ 0.5 m
8. Moment of Inertia of the Flywheel, 0 ≤ If ≤ 5 kg·m2
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Table B.11: Model parameters for the particle swarm optimization that were not allowed to change.
Parameter Value
River Velocity, (V∞) 1 m/s
Hydrofoil Span, (b) 0.375 m
Chord Length. (c) 0.13 m
Hydrofoil Aspect Ratio, (AR) 2.88
Boom Mass, (m) 25 kg
Kite Mass, (mkite) 2.25 kg
Flywheel Mass, (mf ) 15 kg
Table B.12: Optimal parameters for maximum power of the flywheel model.
Parameter Value
Hydrofoil Angle, (β) 88.87 ◦
Generator Constant, (kgen) 1.436 N·m·s
Boom Length, (l2) 20.86 m
Crank Arm Location, (l3) 1.429 m
Horiz. Pos. of Flywheel, (xf ) 10.32 m
Vert. Pos. of Flywheel, (yf ) 1.264 m
Flywheel Radius, (Rf ) 0.1080 m
Flywheel Inertia, (If ) 0.005838 kg·m2
Average Cycle Power, (P¯ ) 278.1 W
B.2 Results and Discussion
Four different optimization schemes (brute force, hill climber, simplex method, and
particle swarm) were used on the hydrokite system in order to optimize various pa-
rameters to maximize the average cycle power. While the system parameters changed
depending on the chosen optimization method and various constraints were used, we
believe that the local maximum cannot be significantly improved upon without ex-
ceedingly large simulation run times. Because of this, we are confident that the
optimal point is sufficient for the system. The hydrokite system was able to achieve
an average cycle power of 278.1 Watts in a 1 meter per second river with a hydrofoil
chord length of 0.13 meters and a wingspan of 0.375 meters. As shown in the brute
force optimization and hill climber optimization, this average cycle power can be im-
proved upon by increasing the hydrofoil size. These hydrofoil dimensions are chosen
as they are similar to the hydrofoil that was used in an outdoor experimental set up
by a senior design team at Rochester Institute of Technology [28].
A basic understanding of the trends of each parameter can be obtained from the
brute force contour plots, Figs. B.1-B.5. Despite the fact that the brute force contour
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plots were created with a different hydrofoil size on a non-optimized system, the
trends should still remain similar for different hydrofoils. Fig. B.1 shows that there
is a clear peak around a hydrofoil angle of 92 degrees. It can be assumed that for the
optimized system for the smaller kite, the peak moves to a hydrofoil angle of 88.87
degrees. Fig. B.2 shows that the moment of inertia of the flywheel does not appear
to affect the average cycle power. This is interesting because the particle swarm
optimization brought the moment of inertia to a value close to zero. The system
can extract a few extra Watts of power by reducing the moment of inertia as a low
moment of inertia would highly increase the angular velocity of the flywheel at the end
of each boom stroke. This is expected to change if the flip time is included because
the angular momentum of the flywheel would need to be great enough to overcome
the large drag forces during the hydrofoil flip. Fig. B.3 shows that a larger generator
is required to produce equal amounts of power for increasing the flywheel radius.
Fig. B.4 shows that there is a clear peak for the horizontal position of the flywheel.
Fig. B.5 shows that the average cycle power increases as the vertical position of the
flywheel increases until a threshold is passed where the system produces minimal
power.
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Appendix C
MATLAB Code
C.1 System Model Code
C.1.1 Hydrokite.m: Initial Function Call
This function was frequently called by optimization routines. It takes in inputs that
are desired for the system parameters and calls the file ParametersFunc.m, which
assigns more variables that are always constant. The file outputs the average cycle
power.
1 function PowerOutput = Hydrokite(RiverVelocity, BetaAngle, GeneratorConst,
BoomLength, CrankArmAttachment, XFlywheel, YFlywheel, RadiusFlywheel,
InertiaFlywheel, Theta0, Alpha0, ThetaDot0, KiteMass, BoomMass, FlywheelMass
)
2 % This function calls a series of other function, runs a simulation using
3 % ODE45 and outputs the power after steadystate has been achieved. While
4 % there are many variables that can influence the system, the inputs to
5 % this function are the most important. They may change however.
6 %
7 % PowerOutput = The steady state power generated by the system in W
8 % RiverVelocity = The river's velocity in m/s
9 % BetaAngle = The angle that the cord line on the hydrofoil makes with the
10 % boom in degrees
11 % GeneratorConst = The constant that the generator has in Nms. Generators apply
12 % torque based on tau = k * omega.
13 % BoomLength = Length of the boom in m.
14 % CrankArmAttachment = The position that the crank−arm attached on the boom
15 % measured from the origin in m.
16 % XFlywheel = The x position of the flywheel measured left from the origin
17 % in m
18 % YFlywheel = The y position of the flywheel measured down from the origin
19 % in m
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20 % RadiusFlywheel = The radius of the flywheel in m.
21 % InertiaFlywheel = The moment of inertia of the flywheel in kgmˆ2.
22 % Theta0 = The initial angle of the boom in degrees where the 0 is when the
23 % boom is vertically down.
24 % Alpha0 = The initial angle of the flywheel in degrees where the 0 is to
25 % the right.
26 % ThetaDot0 = The initial angular velocity of the boom. There needs to be
27 % an initial kick to the system because there are two possible steady
28 % states, one with a faster kinetic energy.
29 % KiteMass = The mass of the kite in kg.
30 % BoomMass = The mass of the boom in kg.
31 % FlywheelMass = The mass of the flywheel in kg.
32
33 global Vinfv betav tauiv l2v l3v xfv yfv Rfv Ifv th0v alp0 thdot0 mkite m mf
34
35 Vinfv = RiverVelocity;
36 betav = BetaAngle;
37 tauiv = GeneratorConst;
38 l2v = BoomLength;
39 l3v = CrankArmAttachment;
40 xfv = XFlywheel;
41 yfv = YFlywheel;
42 Rfv = RadiusFlywheel;
43 Ifv = InertiaFlywheel;
44 th0v = Theta0;
45 alp0 = Alpha0;
46 thdot0 = ThetaDot0;
47 mkite = KiteMass;
48 m = BoomMass;
49 mf = FlywheelMass;
50
51 run ParametersFunc
52
53 PowerOutput = SSPcyclef;
C.1.2 ParametersFunc.m: Create Constant Parameters
This file creates parameters that are held constant for all simulations and calls Dy-
namicKite.m, which begins the integration and runs through the system cycles.
1 % This file is frequently called from the Hydrokite.m file. It declares
2 % parameters that are held constant, determines initial conditions, and
3 % calls DynamicKite.m, which runs ODE45.
4
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5 %% Options
6 % Declare global variables
7 global Vinfv betav tauiv l2v l3v xfv yfv Rfv Ifv th0v alp0 thdot0 mkite
8 global l3 yf Rf xf mf If m2 l4 Iboom m3 l1 Icm m g l2 Vinf beta data sym cl
data sym cdp AR e S rho data sym cm c taui
9
10 %General Parameters
11 g=9.81; %gravitational constant [m/sˆ2]
12 simrun=0; %Set to 1 to run simulation, set to 0 to not run simulation
13 slowtime=1; %Slows down simulation time
14 timeskip=1; %Skips data points when graphing. A larger number reduces computer
processing effects
15 recordvid=0; %Set to 1 to record video
16 videoname='video1'; %Set name to call video
17 rho=1000; %Density of water [kg/mˆ2]
18 loopnum=20; %Sets the number of complete loops to perform
19 SSdelta=.1; %Sets when to decide that steady state has been achieved
20
21 %Kite Parameters
22 mk=0; %Mass of kite [kg]
23 b=.375; %Wingspan [m] .75
24 e=.9; %Fudge Factor
25 c=.13; %Cord Length [m] .125
26 S=b*c; %Area of wing [mˆ2]
27 AR=bˆ2/S; %Sets aspect ratio of kite
28
29 %Set Pendulum Parameters
30 l1=l2v/2; %center of mass position from pivot point to cm [m]
31 I=m*l2vˆ2/3; %calculated moment of inertia at pivot point [kg*mˆ2]
32 Icm=(m)*l2vˆ2/12+mkite*(l2v/2)ˆ2; %calculated moment of inertia at center of
mass [kg*mˆ2]
33 m3=m+mkite;%mass of pendulum [kg]
34
35 %Set Flywheel Parameters
36 m1=mf;%mass of flywheel [kg]
37
38 %Set link Parameters
39 m2=0;%mass of link [kg]
40 Iboom=0;%Moment of inertia of link arm [kg*mˆ2]
41
42 %%Initial Conditions
43 % thdot0v=1000; %initial angular velocity [deg/s]
44 alp0=90; %flywheel initial angle [deg]
45 t0=0; %initial time [s]
46 tf=1000; %final time [s]
47 iter=5000;%number of evenly space times intervals
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48 if exist('tol','var')==0
49 tol = 1e−6; % ODE45 integration tolerance.
50 end
51 %% Convert Parameters
52 th0v=th0v*pi/180; %Converts th0 to radians [rad]
53 alp0=alp0*pi/180; %Converts alp0 to radians [rad]
54 betav=betav*pi/180; %Converts beta to radians [rad]
55
56 %% obtain coefficients
57 % Obtain coefficient data for a NACA0015 airfoil, located in
58 % 180 degree naca0015.txt.
59 if exist('data sym','var') == 0
60 fileID = fopen('180 degree naca0015.txt');
61 data sym = fscanf(fileID, '%i %f %f %f %f %f', [6 Inf]);
62 data sym = data sym.';
63 fclose(fileID);
64
65 % data sym = xlsread('180 degree naca0015.xlsx','a3:f119');
66 data sym cl = [pi/180*data sym(:,1),data sym(:,5)]; % [aoa in rad, 2D lift
coeff with correction]
67 data sym cdp = [pi/180*data sym(:,1),data sym(:,4)]; % [aoa in rad, 2D drag
coeff]
68 data sym cm = [pi/180*data sym(:,1),data sym(:,6)]; % [aoa in rad, 2D moment
coeff]
69 end
70
71 % Reassign variables as they are called later without the v.
72 beta=betav;
73 Vinf=Vinfv;
74 taui=tauiv;
75 l3=l3v;
76 l2=l2v;
77 l1=l2/2;
78 xf=xfv;
79 yf=yfv;
80 Rf=Rfv;
81 If=Ifv;
82 th0=th0v;
83 thdot0=thdot0*pi/180; %Converts thdot0 to radians [rad/s]
84
85 % Determine l4 and initial conditions.
86 l4=sqrt((−l3*cos(th0)+yf−Rf*sin(alp0))ˆ2+(l3*sin(th0)+xf−Rf*cos(alp0))ˆ2); %
length of flywheel attachment arm
87 phi0=atan2(−l3*cos(th0)+yf−Rf*sin(alp0),l3*sin(th0)+xf−Rf*cos(alp0)); %calculate
phi
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88 alpdot0=(thdot0*l3/Rf)*((cos(th0)+sin(th0)*tan(phi0))/(cos(alp0)*tan(phi0)−sin(
alp0))); %Calculate alpdot0
89 phidot0=(thdot0*l3*sin(th0)−alpdot0*Rf*cos(alp0))/(l4*cos(phi0)); %Calculate
phidot0
90 tstep=(tf−t0)/iter; %Calculates the time step [s]
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92 % Run DynamicKite.m, which contains the ode45 integrations
93 run DynamicKite
94
95 % SSPcuclef is the average cycle power
96 Pcyclef=Pcycle;
97 SSPcyclef=Pcyclec(end);
C.1.3 DynamicKite.m: System Cycle
This file begins the integration and cycles through each state (deploy, flip, and return).
The file determines whether the system has converged and calculates the average cycle
power.
1 % This function is called by ParameterFunc.m. This file runs ODE45 to
2 % perform the integration and calculates the average cycle power.
3
4 % Call necessary global variables
5 global itercount iterbreak BetaState beta
6
7 % If tol doesn't exist, create tol
8 if exist('tol','var')==0
9 tol = 1e−7;
10 end
11
12 % Declare BetaState which is just a variable to keep track of the stroke
13 BetaState.Deploy = 1;
14 BetaState.Return = 2;
15 BetaState.Flip = 3;
16
17 % These just keep track of whether or not the integration is working and
18 % flags the code to stop
19 iterbreak=0;
20 itercount=0;
21
22 % Sets the current steady state achieve to 0 as we need to enter the loop
23 SSach = 0;
24
25 i=0;
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26
27 tic
28
29 % Set the current state to deploy
30 SystemState = BetaState.Deploy;
31
32 % Set ODE45 Options
33 options = odeset('AbsTol',tol,'RelTol',tol,'events',@eventsflip);
34 optionsFlip = odeset('AbsTol',tol,'RelTol',tol);
35
36 % Select Beta
37 beta = BetaSelect(betav, SystemState);
38
39 % Run first iteration of ODE45
40 [alp2 alpdot2 phi2 phidot2 th2 thdot2 tout2 tout yout te ye] = ODE45Run([t0,tf
],[alp0,alpdot0,phi0,phidot0,th0,thdot0],options);
41 SystemState = BetaState.Flip;
42
43 % Calculate variables using ODE45 for each time step
44 [L2 D2 Mhydro2 beta2 u L2 u D2] = ODE45Parameter(tout, yout);
45
46 % If ODE45 stopped at final time, end loop and exit
47 if isempty(te)==1
48
49 % Merge data
50 [alp1 alpdot1 phi1 phidot1 th1 thdot1 tout1] = MergeAngle(th2, [], thdot2,
[], phi2, [], phidot2, [], alp2, [], alpdot2, [], tout2, []);
51 [beta1 L1 D1 Mhydro1 u L1 u D1] = MergeParameters(beta2, [], L2, [], D2, [],
Mhydro2, [], u L2, [], u D2, []);
52
53 tcyclestart=[];
54 iterbreak=1;
55
56 % Else run cycle again
57 else
58 % Select Beta
59 beta = BetaSelect(betav, SystemState);
60
61 % Run ODE45
62 [alp3 alpdot3 phi3 phidot3 th3 thdot3 tout3 tout yout te ye] = ODE45Run([te(
end,1),te(end,1)+tflip],[ye(end,1),ye(end,2),ye(end,3),ye(end,4),ye(end
,5),ye(end,6)],optionsFlip);
63 SystemState = BetaState.Return;
64
65 % Calculate variables using ODE45 for each time step
66 [L3 D3 Mhydro3 beta3 u L3 u D3] = ODE45Parameter(tout, yout);
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67
68 % Merge data
69 [alp1 alpdot1 phi1 phidot1 th1 thdot1 tout1] = MergeAngle(th2, th3, thdot2,
thdot3, phi2, phi3, phidot2, phidot3, alp2, alp3, alpdot2, alpdot3,
tout2, tout3);
70 [beta1 L1 D1 Mhydro1 u L1 u D1] = MergeParameters(beta2, beta3, L2, L3, D2,
D3, Mhydro2, Mhydro3, u L2, u L3, u D2, u D3);
71
72 clear alp2 alpdot2 phi2 phidot2 th2 thdot2 tout2 L2 D2 Mhydro2 beta2 u L2
u D2
73 clear alp3 alpdot3 phi3 phidot3 th3 thdot3 tout3 L3 D3 Mhydro3 beta3 u L3
u D3
74
75 % Select Beta
76 beta = BetaSelect(betav, SystemState);
77
78 % Run ODE45
79 [alp4 alpdot4 phi4 phidot4 th4 thdot4 tout4 tout yout te ye] = ODE45Run([
tout(end,1),tf],[yout(end,1),yout(end,2),yout(end,3),yout(end,4),yout(
end,5),yout(end,6)],options);
80 SystemState = BetaState.Flip;
81
82 % Calculate variables using ODE45 for each time step
83 [L4 D4 Mhydro4 beta4 u L4 u D4] = ODE45Parameter(tout, yout);
84
85 % Merge data
86 [alp1 alpdot1 phi1 phidot1 th1 thdot1 tout1] = MergeAngle(th1, th4, thdot1,
thdot4, phi1, phi4, phidot1, phidot4, alp1, alp4, alpdot1, alpdot4,
tout1, tout4);
87 [beta1 L1 D1 Mhydro1 u L1 u D1] = MergeParameters(beta1, beta4, L1, L4, D1,
D4, Mhydro1, Mhydro4, u L1, u L4, u D1, u D4);
88
89 clear alp4 alpdot4 phi4 phidot4 th4 thdot4 tout4 L4 D4 Mhydro4 beta4 u L4
u D4
90
91 % If the ODE45 stopped when boom stopped, run cycle again
92 if isempty(te)==0
93
94 % Record cycle start time
95 tcyclestart=te(end);
96 tcyclestartposition=length(tout1);
97
98
99 % While steady−state has not been achieved
100 while SSach == 0
101 i=i+1;
98
102
103 if isempty(te)==1
104 iterbreak=1;
105 break
106 end
107
108 clear alp2 alpdot2 phi2 phidot2 th2 thdot2 tout2 alp3 alpdot3 phi3
phidot3 th3 thdot3 tout3 alp4 alpdot4 phi4 phidot4 th4 thdot4
tout4 alp5 alpdot5 phi5 phidot5 th5 thdot5 tout5
109 clear L2 D2 Mhydro2 beta2 u L2 u D2 L3 D3 Mhydro3 beta3 u L3 u D3 L4
D4 Mhydro4 beta4 u L4 u D4 L5 D5 Mhydro5 beta5 u L5 u D5
110 % Select Beta
111 beta = BetaSelect(betav, SystemState);
112
113 % Run ODE45
114 [alp2 alpdot2 phi2 phidot2 th2 thdot2 tout2 tout yout te ye] =
ODE45Run([te(end,1),te(end,1)+tflip],[ye(end,1),ye(end,2),ye(end
,3),ye(end,4),ye(end,5),ye(end,6)],optionsFlip);
115 SystemState = BetaState.Deploy;
116
117 % Calculate variables using ODE45 for each time step
118 [L2 D2 Mhydro2 beta2 u L2 u D2] = ODE45Parameter(tout, yout);
119
120 % Merge data
121 [alp1 alpdot1 phi1 phidot1 th1 thdot1 tout1] = MergeAngle(th1, th2,
thdot1, thdot2, phi1, phi2, phidot1, phidot2, alp1, alp2,
alpdot1, alpdot2, tout1, tout2);
122 [beta1 L1 D1 Mhydro1 u L1 u D1] = MergeParameters(beta1, beta2, L1,
L2, D1, D2, Mhydro1, Mhydro2, u L1, u L2, u D1, u D2);
123
124 if iterbreak==1
125 break
126 end
127
128 % Select Beta
129 beta = BetaSelect(betav, SystemState);
130
131 % Run ODE45
132 [alp3 alpdot3 phi3 phidot3 th3 thdot3 tout3 tout yout te ye] =
ODE45Run([tout(end,1),tf],[yout(end,1),yout(end,2),yout(end,3),
yout(end,4),yout(end,5),yout(end,6)],options);
133 SystemState = BetaState.Flip;
134
135 % Calculate variables using ODE45 for each time step
136 [L3 D3 Mhydro3 beta3 u L3 u D3] = ODE45Parameter(tout, yout);
137
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138 % Merge data
139 [alp1 alpdot1 phi1 phidot1 th1 thdot1 tout1] = MergeAngle(th1, th3,
thdot1, thdot3, phi1, phi3, phidot1, phidot3, alp1, alp3,
alpdot1, alpdot3, tout1, tout3);
140 [beta1 L1 D1 Mhydro1 u L1 u D1] = MergeParameters(beta1, beta3, L1,
L3, D1, D3, Mhydro1, Mhydro3, u L1, u L3, u D1, u D3);
141
142 if iterbreak==1
143 break
144 end
145
146 if isempty(te)==1
147 iterbreak=1;
148 break
149 end
150
151 % Select Beta
152 beta = BetaSelect(betav, SystemState);
153
154 % Run ODE45
155 [alp4 alpdot4 phi4 phidot4 th4 thdot4 tout4 tout yout te ye] =
ODE45Run([te(end,1),te(end,1)+tflip],[ye(end,1),ye(end,2),ye(end
,3),ye(end,4),ye(end,5),ye(end,6)],optionsFlip);
156 SystemState = BetaState.Return;
157
158 % Calculate variables using ODE45 for each time step
159 [L4 D4 Mhydro4 beta4 u L4 u D4] = ODE45Parameter(tout, yout);
160
161 % Merge data
162 [alp1 alpdot1 phi1 phidot1 th1 thdot1 tout1] = MergeAngle(th1, th4,
thdot1, thdot4, phi1, phi4, phidot1, phidot4, alp1, alp4,
alpdot1, alpdot4, tout1, tout4);
163 [beta1 L1 D1 Mhydro1 u L1 u D1] = MergeParameters(beta1, beta4, L1,
L4, D1, D4, Mhydro1, Mhydro4, u L1, u L4, u D1, u D4);
164
165 if iterbreak==1
166 break
167 end
168
169 % Select Beta
170 beta = BetaSelect(betav, SystemState);
171
172 % Run ODE45
173 [alp5 alpdot5 phi5 phidot5 th5 thdot5 tout5 tout yout te ye] =
ODE45Run([tout(end,1),tf],[yout(end,1),yout(end,2),yout(end,3),
yout(end,4),yout(end,5),yout(end,6)],options);
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174 SystemState = BetaState.Flip;
175
176 % Calculate variables using ODE45 for each time step
177 [L5 D5 Mhydro5 beta5 u L5 u D5] = ODE45Parameter(tout, yout);
178
179 % Merge data
180 [alp1 alpdot1 phi1 phidot1 th1 thdot1 tout1] = MergeAngle(th1, th5,
thdot1, thdot5, phi1, phi5, phidot1, phidot5, alp1, alp5,
alpdot1, alpdot5, tout1, tout5);
181 [beta1 L1 D1 Mhydro1 u L1 u D1] = MergeParameters(beta1, beta5, L1,
L5, D1, D5, Mhydro1, Mhydro5, u L1, u L5, u D1, u D5);
182
183 if iterbreak==1
184 break
185 end
186
187 % Merge all cycle time and alpdot data
188 clear toutc alpdotc InstPc
189 toutc=[tout2;tout3;tout4;tout5];
190 alpdotc=[alpdot2;alpdot3;alpdot4;alpdot5];
191
192 % Calculate instantaneous power
193 if i==1
194 InstP=abs(alpdotc.ˆ2.*taui);
195 else
196 InstP=[InstP;abs(alpdotc.ˆ2.*taui)];
197 end
198 InstPc=abs(alpdotc.ˆ2.*taui);
199 % Calculate cycle energy
200 Ec(i)=trapz(toutc,InstPc);
201 % Calculate average cycle power
202 Pcyclec(i)=Ec(i)/(toutc(end)−toutc(1));
203
204 % Check is steady−state has been achieved
205 % Defined by is the current average cycle power is within .1%
206 % of 4 cycle previously.
207 % There must be 6 cycles.
208 if length(Pcyclec) >= 6
209 if abs((Pcyclec(end) − mean(Pcyclec(end−4))) / Pcyclec(end)) <
.001
210 SSach = 1;
211 end
212 elseif length(Pcyclec) >= 50
213 SSach = 1;
214 disp('Error!, Series not converged')
215 end
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216 end
217 else
218 iterbreak=1;
219 end
220 end
221 %% Calculate Energy
222 energyf=.5*If*alpdot1.ˆ2; %Calculates Energy of Flywheel
223 energyb=.5*Iboom*phidot1.ˆ2; %Calcultes Energy of Boom
224 energyp=.5*I*thdot1.ˆ2;%Calculates energy of Pendulum
225 energy1=energyf+energyb+energyp; %Calculates total systen energy
226
227 %Calculate Power
228 if iterbreak˜=1
229 E=trapz(tout1(tcyclestartposition+1:end),InstP);
230 Pcycle=E/(tout1(end)−tcyclestart);
231 end
232 if iterbreak==1
233 Pcycle=0;
234 Pcyclec=0;
235 end
236 toc
237
238 % If desired, run simulation
239 if simrun==1
240 run C:\Users\mrd1561\Desktop\GomesWaterKite\MATT DOUGLAS\Simulation\Global\
Flywheel sim.m
241 end
C.1.4 deriv2.m: Differential Equations
This function it called by ODE45. It outputs the derivatives that are integrated using
a fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration. These derivatives come from the
equations of motion, which are calculated in deriv2code.m.
1 function [deriv betavv L D Mhydro u L u D]=deriv2(t,state)
2 % Equations from from diver2code.m
3 % This file is the function associated with ODE45. It finds the state space
4 % equations for the flywheel, crank−arm, and boom.
5
6 % Call in all appropriate global variables
7 global l3 If m2 l4 Iboom m3 l1 Icm l2 Vinf beta data sym cl data sym cdp AR e S
rho Rf data sym cm c taui itercount iterbreak
8
9 % Count the iterations
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10 itercount=itercount+1;
11 iterbreak;
12
13 % Set the variables for state(i)
14 alp=state(1);
15 alpdot=state(2);
16 phi=state(3);
17 phidot=state(4);
18 th=state(5);
19 thdot=state(6);
20
21 % Create a new variable to keep track of beta
22 betavv=beta;
23
24 % Declate unit vectors
25 i=[1 0 0];
26 j=[0 1 0];
27 k=[0 0 1];
28 u th=[cos(th) sin(th) 0];
29 u r=[sin(th) −cos(th) 0];
30
31 % Calculate velocities
32 Vk=thdot*l2*u th;
33 VA=−Vk+Vinf*(−j);
34 magVA=norm(VA);
35
36 % Find hydrodynamic unit vectors
37 u D=VA/magVA;
38 u L=cross(k,u D);
39
40 % Calculate gamma
41 gamma=acos(dot(−VA,−u r)/magVA);
42
43 % Determine if gamma is negated
44 holder=cross(−VA,−u r);
45 if holder(3)>0
46 gamma=gamma;
47 else
48 gamma=−gamma;
49 end
50
51 % Get angle of attack to be between −pi to pi
52 aoa=wrapTo2Pi(betavv−gamma);
53 if aoa>pi
54 aoa=aoa−2*pi;
55 end
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56
57 % Reassign taui
58 tau=taui;
59
60 % Determine coefficients of lift, drag, and moment
61 CL = interp1q(data sym cl(:,1),data sym cl(:,2),aoa);
62 cd = interp1q(data sym cdp(:,1),data sym cdp(:,2),aoa);
63 CM = interp1q(data sym cm(:,1),data sym cm(:,2),aoa);
64 CD=cd+CLˆ2/(pi*AR*e);
65
66 % Determine lift, drag, and moment
67 L=.5*rho*magVA.ˆ2*S*CL;
68 D=.5*rho*magVA.ˆ2*S*CD;
69 Mhydro=.5*rho*magVA.ˆ2*S*c*CM;
70
71 % Find state space values. Equations are from diver2code.m
72 deriv=[alpdot
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73 −(2*alpdot*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*tau + 2*alpdot*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*tau*cos(2*phi − 2*th) − 2*
Mhydro*Rf*l3*l4ˆ2*sin(alp − th) + 2*Icm*Rfˆ2*alpdotˆ2*l4ˆ2*sin(2*alp −
2*phi) − 2*Iboom*Rfˆ2*alpdotˆ2*l3ˆ2*sin(2*alp − 2*th) − 4*Iboom*Rf*l3ˆ3*
thdotˆ2*cos(alp − th) + 4*Icm*Rf*l4ˆ3*phidotˆ2*sin(alp − phi) − 2*Mhydro
*Rf*l3*l4ˆ2*sin(alp − 2*phi + th) + 2*Iboom*Rf*l3ˆ2*l4*phidotˆ2*sin(alp
− phi) + 2*Rfˆ2*alpdotˆ2*l1ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m3*sin(2*alp − 2*phi) + Rfˆ2*alpdot
ˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*sin(2*alp − 2*phi) + (Rfˆ2*alpdotˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*sin(2*
alp − 2*th))/2 + 2*Icm*Rf*l3*l4ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(alp − 2*phi + th) − 2*
Iboom*Rf*l3ˆ2*l4*phidotˆ2*sin(alp + phi − 2*th) + 4*Rf*l1ˆ2*l4ˆ3*m3*
phidotˆ2*sin(alp − phi) + (3*Rf*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ3*m2*phidotˆ2*sin(alp − phi))/2
+ Rf*l3ˆ3*l4ˆ2*m2*thdotˆ2*cos(alp − 2*phi + th) + (Rf*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ3*m2*
phidotˆ2*sin(alp + phi − 2*th))/2 − 2*Icm*Rf*l3*l4ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(alp −
th) + 2*Rf*l1ˆ2*l3*l4ˆ2*m3*thdotˆ2*cos(alp − 2*phi + th) − 2*Rf*l1ˆ2*l3*
l4ˆ2*m3*thdotˆ2*cos(alp − th) + (2*L*Rf*Vinf*l1*l3*l4ˆ2*sin(alp − 2*phi
+ 2*th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdot
ˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) − (2*D*Rf*Vinf*l1*l3*l4ˆ2*cos(alp − 2*phi))/((
Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))
/2)ˆ(1/2) − (2*D*Rf*Vinf*l1*l3*l4ˆ2*cos(alp − 2*th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*
sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) + (2*L
*Rf*Vinf*l1*l3*l4ˆ2*sin(alp − 2*phi))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2
ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) + (2*L*Rf*Vinf*l1*l3*
l4ˆ2*sin(alp − 2*th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 +
(l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) + (2*D*Rf*Vinf*l1*l3*l4ˆ2*cos(alp))/((
Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))
/2)ˆ(1/2) + (2*D*Rf*Vinf*l1*l3*l4ˆ2*cos(alp − 2*phi + 2*th))/((Vinf + l2
*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2)
+ (2*L*Rf*Vinf*l1*l3*l4ˆ2*sin(alp))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2
ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) − (4*D*Rf*l1*l2*l3*l4
ˆ2*thdot*sin(alp − 2*phi + th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*
thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) − (4*D*Rf*l1*l2*l3*l4ˆ2*
thdot*sin(alp − th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (
l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2))/(2*Iboom*Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2 + 2*Icm*Rfˆ2*l4ˆ2 +
2*If*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2 + 2*Rfˆ2*l1ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m3 + (3*Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2)/2 − 2*Icm*
Rfˆ2*l4ˆ2*cos(2*alp − 2*phi) + 2*Iboom*Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*cos(2*alp − 2*th) + 2*
If*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*cos(2*phi − 2*th) − 2*Rfˆ2*l1ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m3*cos(2*alp − 2*phi)
− Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*cos(2*alp − 2*phi) − (Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*cos(2*alp −
2*th))/2 + Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*cos(2*phi − 2*th))
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75 (2*Mhydro*Rfˆ2*l3*l4*sin(phi − th) + 2*Icm*Rfˆ2*l4ˆ2*phidotˆ2*sin(2*alp − 2*
phi) − 2*Mhydro*Rfˆ2*l3*l4*sin(2*alp − phi − th) + 2*If*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*phidot
ˆ2*sin(2*phi − 2*th) + 4*Icm*Rfˆ3*alpdotˆ2*l4*sin(alp − phi) + 4*If*l3
ˆ3*l4*thdotˆ2*cos(phi − th) + 2*Icm*Rfˆ2*l3*l4*thdotˆ2*cos(phi − th) +
2*Rf*alpdot*l3ˆ2*l4*tau*cos(alp + phi − 2*th) − 2*Icm*Rfˆ2*l3*l4*thdot
ˆ2*cos(2*alp − phi − th) + 2*Rfˆ2*l1ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m3*phidotˆ2*sin(2*alp − 2*
phi) + Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*phidotˆ2*sin(2*alp − 2*phi) + Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2
*phidotˆ2*sin(2*phi − 2*th) + 2*If*Rf*alpdotˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4*sin(alp + phi −
2*th) + 4*Rfˆ3*alpdotˆ2*l1ˆ2*l4*m3*sin(alp − phi) + 3*Rfˆ3*alpdotˆ2*l3
ˆ2*l4*m2*sin(alp − phi) + 3*Rfˆ2*l3ˆ3*l4*m2*thdotˆ2*cos(phi − th) − Rf
ˆ2*l3ˆ3*l4*m2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*alp − phi − th) + 2*Rf*alpdot*l3ˆ2*l4*tau*
cos(alp − phi) + Rfˆ3*alpdotˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4*m2*sin(alp + phi − 2*th) + 2*If*
Rf*alpdotˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4*sin(alp − phi) − 2*Rfˆ2*l1ˆ2*l3*l4*m3*thdotˆ2*cos(2*
alp − phi − th) + 2*Rfˆ2*l1ˆ2*l3*l4*m3*thdotˆ2*cos(phi − th) − (2*L*Rf
ˆ2*Vinf*l1*l3*l4*sin(phi))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)
/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) + (2*D*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l3*l4*cos(phi
− 2*th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdot
ˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) − (2*L*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l3*l4*sin(phi − 2*th))/((Vinf
+ l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)
ˆ(1/2) − (2*D*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l3*l4*cos(2*alp − phi − 2*th))/((Vinf + l2*
thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2)
+ (2*L*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l3*l4*sin(2*alp − phi − 2*th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin
(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) + (2*D*Rf
ˆ2*Vinf*l1*l3*l4*cos(2*alp − phi))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*
thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) + (2*L*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l3*l4
*sin(2*alp − phi))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2
ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) − (2*D*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l3*l4*cos(phi))/((
Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))
/2)ˆ(1/2) + (4*D*Rfˆ2*l1*l2*l3*l4*thdot*sin(phi − th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot
*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) − (4*
D*Rfˆ2*l1*l2*l3*l4*thdot*sin(2*alp − phi − th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th
))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2))/(2*Iboom*Rf
ˆ2*l3ˆ2 + 2*Icm*Rfˆ2*l4ˆ2 + 2*If*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2 + 2*Rfˆ2*l1ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m3 + (3*Rf
ˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2)/2 − 2*Icm*Rfˆ2*l4ˆ2*cos(2*alp − 2*phi) + 2*Iboom*Rfˆ2*
l3ˆ2*cos(2*alp − 2*th) + 2*If*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*cos(2*phi − 2*th) − 2*Rfˆ2*l1ˆ2*
l4ˆ2*m3*cos(2*alp − 2*phi) − Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*cos(2*alp − 2*phi) − (Rf
ˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*cos(2*alp − 2*th))/2 + Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*cos(2*phi − 2*
th))
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77 −(2*Mhydro*Rfˆ2*l4ˆ2 − 2*Mhydro*Rfˆ2*l4ˆ2*cos(2*alp − 2*phi) + 2*Iboom*Rfˆ2*
l3ˆ2*thdotˆ2*sin(2*alp − 2*th) + 4*Iboom*Rfˆ3*alpdotˆ2*l3*cos(alp − th)
+ 2*If*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*thdotˆ2*sin(2*phi − 2*th) + 4*If*l3*l4ˆ3*phidotˆ2*cos(
phi − th) + 2*Iboom*Rfˆ2*l3*l4*phidotˆ2*cos(phi − th) + 2*Iboom*Rfˆ2*l3*
l4*phidotˆ2*cos(2*alp − phi − th) − 2*Rf*alpdot*l3*l4ˆ2*tau*sin(alp − 2*
phi + th) − (Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*thdotˆ2*sin(2*alp − 2*th))/2 + 2*If*Rf*
alpdotˆ2*l3*l4ˆ2*cos(alp − 2*phi + th) + Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*thdotˆ2*sin
(2*phi − 2*th) + (3*Rfˆ2*l3*l4ˆ3*m2*phidotˆ2*cos(phi − th))/2 − (Rfˆ2*l3
*l4ˆ3*m2*phidotˆ2*cos(2*alp − phi − th))/2 − 2*Rf*alpdot*l3*l4ˆ2*tau*sin
(alp − th) + Rfˆ3*alpdotˆ2*l3*l4ˆ2*m2*cos(alp − 2*phi + th) + 2*If*Rf*
alpdotˆ2*l3*l4ˆ2*cos(alp − th) + (2*L*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l4ˆ2*cos(2*alp − 2*
phi − th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdot
ˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) + (2*D*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l4ˆ2*sin(2*alp − 2*phi − th))
/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*
th))/2)ˆ(1/2) + (4*D*Rfˆ2*l1*l2*l4ˆ2*thdot)/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2
+ (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) + (2*L*Rfˆ2*Vinf
*l1*l4ˆ2*cos(2*alp − 2*phi + th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*
thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) − (2*D*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l4ˆ2*
sin(2*alp − 2*phi + th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2
+ (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) − (4*L*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l4ˆ2*cos(th))
/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*
th))/2)ˆ(1/2) + (4*D*Rfˆ2*Vinf*l1*l4ˆ2*sin(th))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th
))ˆ2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2) − (4*D*Rfˆ2*
l1*l2*l4ˆ2*thdot*cos(2*alp − 2*phi))/((Vinf + l2*thdot*sin(th))ˆ2 + (l2
ˆ2*thdotˆ2)/2 + (l2ˆ2*thdotˆ2*cos(2*th))/2)ˆ(1/2))/(2*Iboom*Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2 +
2*Icm*Rfˆ2*l4ˆ2 + 2*If*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2 + 2*Rfˆ2*l1ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m3 + (3*Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4
ˆ2*m2)/2 − 2*Icm*Rfˆ2*l4ˆ2*cos(2*alp − 2*phi) + 2*Iboom*Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*cos(2*
alp − 2*th) + 2*If*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*cos(2*phi − 2*th) − 2*Rfˆ2*l1ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m3*cos
(2*alp − 2*phi) − Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*cos(2*alp − 2*phi) − (Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4
ˆ2*m2*cos(2*alp − 2*th))/2 + Rfˆ2*l3ˆ2*l4ˆ2*m2*cos(2*phi − 2*th))];
C.1.5 wrapTo2Pi.m: Angle Wrapping
This function takes an angle in radians and outputs that angle so that it is between
0 and 2pi.
1 % This function takes a number in radians and converts it to be between 0
2 % and 2pi.
3 function x = wrapTo2Pi(th)
4 th = th * 180 / pi;
5 num = floor(th / 360);
6 x = th − num * 360;
7 x = x * pi / 180;
8 end
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C.1.6 deriv2code.m: Equations of Motion
This function symbolically creates the equations of motion using a Newton-Euler
approach. These equations are used in deriv2.m.
1 %This calculates the equations of motion for the system
2 %% Create equations
3 clear
4
5 % Create symbolic variables
6 syms alp alpdot alpdotdot th thdot thdotdot phi phidot phidotdot F1x F2x F1y F2y
Sx Sy Rx Ry x1dotdot y1dotdot x2dotdot y2dotdot x3dotdot y3dotdot
7 syms mf Rf If m2 l4 Iboom m3 l1 l2 l3 Icm m g beta aoa L D gamma Vinf Mhydro tau
8
9 % Create unit vectors
10 i=[1 0 0];
11 j=[0 1 0];
12 k=[0 0 1];
13 u th=[cos(th) sin(th) 0];
14 u r=[sin(th) −cos(th) 0];
15
16 % Find velocities
17 Vk=thdot*l2;
18 VA=[Vk*u th(1) Vk*u th(2)+Vinf*j(2) 0];
19 magVA=sqrt((VA(1))ˆ2+(VA(2))ˆ2);
20
21 % Find hydrodynamic unit vectors
22 u D=−VA/magVA;
23 u L=cross(k,u D);
24
25 % Moments due to hydrodynamic forces
26 ML=cross(l1*u r,L*u L);
27 MD=cross(l1*u r,D*u D);
28
29 % Set flywheel to stationary
30 x1dotdot=0;
31 y1dotdot=0;
32
33 %Flywheel Newton Eq
34 eq1=−F1x+Sx−mf*x1dotdot;
35 eq2=−F1y+Sy−mf*y1dotdot;
36 eq3=F1x*Rf*sin(alp)−F1y*Rf*cos(alp)−tau*alpdot−If*alpdotdot;
37
38 %Crank Arm Newton Eq
39 eq4=F2x+F1x−m2*x2dotdot;
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40 eq5=F2y+F1y−m2*y2dotdot;
41 eq6=F2y*(l4/2)*cos(phi)−F2x*(l4/2)*sin(phi)−F1y*(l4/2)*cos(phi)+F1x*(l4/2)*sin(
phi)−Iboom*phidotdot;
42
43 %Boom Newton Eq
44 eq7=Rx−F2x+L*u L(1)+D*u D(1)−m3*x3dotdot;
45 eq8=Ry−F2y+L*u L(2)+D*u D(2)−m3*y3dotdot;
46 eq9=−Rx*(l1)*cos(th)−Ry*(l1)*sin(th)+F2x*(l1−l3)*cos(th)+F2y*(l1−l3)*sin(th)+ML
(3)+MD(3)−Mhydro−Icm*thdotdot;
47
48 %Constraint Eq o
49 eq10=x3dotdot−(l1*cos(th)*thdotdot−l1*sin(th)*thdotˆ2);
50 eq11=y3dotdot−(l1*sin(th)*thdotdot+l1*cos(th)*thdotˆ2);
51
52 %Constraint Eq a
53 eq12=x3dotdot−((l1−l3)*cos(th)*thdotdot−(l1−l3)*sin(th)*thdotˆ2)−x2dotdot+((l4
/2)*sin(phi)*phidotdot+(l4/2)*cos(phi)*phidotˆ2);
54 eq13=y3dotdot−((l1−l3)*sin(th)*thdotdot+(l1−l3)*cos(th)*thdotˆ2)−y2dotdot−((l4
/2)*cos(phi)*phidotdot−(l4/2)*sin(phi)*phidotˆ2);
55
56 %Constraint Eq b
57 eq14=x2dotdot+((l4/2)*sin(phi)*phidotdot+(l4/2)*cos(phi)*phidotˆ2)−x1dotdot+(Rf*
sin(alp)*alpdotdot+Rf*cos(alp)*alpdotˆ2);
58 eq15=y2dotdot−((l4/2)*cos(phi)*phidotdot−(l4/2)*sin(phi)*phidotˆ2)−y1dotdot−(Rf*
cos(alp)*alpdotdot−Rf*sin(alp)*alpdotˆ2);
59
60 %Constraint Eq f
61 % eq16=x1dotdot;
62 % eq17=y1dotdot;
63
64 %% Solve equations of motion
65 Z=solve(eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6,eq7,eq8,eq9,eq10,eq11,eq12,eq13,eq14,eq15,
x2dotdot,y2dotdot,x3dotdot,y3dotdot,F1x,F1y,F2x,F2y,Rx,Ry,Sx,Sy,thdotdot,
alpdotdot,phidotdot);
C.1.7 BetaSelect.m: Select Hydrofoil Angle
This function determines which hydrofoil angle to use based on the current cycle
state.
1 function beta = BetaSelect(Betav, SystemState)
2 % This function selects what the appropriate beta should be
3
4 global BetaState
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5
6 if SystemState == BetaState.Deploy
7 beta = Betav;
8 elseif SystemState == BetaState.Return
9 beta = −Betav;
10 elseif SystemState == BetaState.Flip
11 beta = 0;
12 end
C.1.8 ODE45Run.m: Run Integration
This function runs the ODE45 depending on the current system state.
1 function [alpOut alpdotOut phiOut phidotOut thOut thdotOut toutOut tout yout te
ye] = ODE45Run(time, initCon, options)
2 % This function runs the ODE45 and creates vector arrays based on the
3 % outouts
4
5 global itercount beta
6 itercount=0;
7
8 % Empty te and ye
9 te = [];
10 ye = [];
11
12 % Run ODE45
13 if beta == 0 % During Flip
14 [tout,yout]=ode45(@deriv2,time,initCon,options);
15 else % Not during flip
16 [tout,yout,te,ye,ie]=ode45(@deriv2,time,initCon,options);
17 end
18
19 % Separate the output angles and angular velocities
20 alpOut=yout(:,1);
21 alpdotOut=yout(:,2);
22 phiOut=yout(:,3);
23 phidotOut=yout(:,4);
24 thOut=yout(:,5);
25 thdotOut=yout(:,6);
26 toutOut=tout;
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C.1.9 ODE45Parameter.m: Rerun Integration for System Parameters
This function reruns the ODE45 to determine system parameters. This is necessary
due to limitations in ODE45 where the integration cannot out the current parameters.
1 function [LOut DOut MhydroOut betaOut u LOut u DOut] = ODE45Parameter(tout, yout
)
2 % This function runs ODE45 to find out the parameters for each time step
3
4 % Preallocate variables arrays
5 junk2=zeros(length(tout),6);
6 beta2=zeros(length(tout),1);
7 L3=zeros(length(tout),1);
8 D3=zeros(length(tout),1);
9 Mhydro2=zeros(length(tout),1);
10 u L2=zeros(length(tout),3);
11 u D2=zeros(length(tout),3);
12
13 % Calculate variables for the last ODE45
14 for ints=1:size(tout)
15 [junk2(ints,:) beta2(ints,:) L3(ints,:) D3(ints,:) Mhydro2(ints,:) u L2(ints
,:) u D2(ints,:)]=deriv2(tout(ints),yout(ints,:));
16 end
17
18 % Separate variables
19 L2(:,1)=L3.*u L2(:,1);
20 L2(:,2)=L3.*u L2(:,2);
21 L2(:,3)=L3.*u L2(:,3);
22 D2(:,1)=D3.*u D2(:,1);
23 D2(:,2)=D3.*u D2(:,2);
24 D2(:,3)=D3.*u D2(:,3);
25 betaOut=beta2;
26 LOut=L2;
27 DOut=D2;
28 MhydroOut=Mhydro2;
29 u LOut=u L2;
30 u DOut=u D2;
C.1.10 MergeAngle.m: Merges Current Angles
This function merges the angles determined from the numerical integration.
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1 function [alpOut alpdotOut phiOut phidotOut thOut thdotOut toutOut] = MergeAngle
(th2, th3, thdot2, thdot3, phi2, phi3, phidot2, phidot3, alp2, alp3, alpdot2
, alpdot3, tout2, tout3)
2 % This function merges the data related to th, thdot, alp, alpdot, phi,
3 % phidot, tout
4
5 alpOut = [alp2; alp3];
6 alpdotOut = [alpdot2; alpdot3];
7 phiOut = [phi2; phi3];
8 phidotOut = [phidot2; phidot3];
9 thOut = [th2; th3];
10 thdotOut = [thdot2; thdot3];
11 toutOut = [tout2; tout3];
C.1.11 MergeParameters.m: Merges Current Parameters
This function merges the angles determined from ODE45Parameters.m.
1 function [betaOut LOut DOut MhydroOut u LOut u DOut] = MergeParameters(beta2,
beta3, L2, L3, D2, D3, Mhydro2, Mhydro3, u L2, u L3, u D2, u D3)
2 % This function merges the data for beta, L, D, Mhydro, u L, and u D
3
4 betaOut = [beta2; beta3];
5 LOut = [L2; L3];
6 DOut = [D2; D3];
7 MhydroOut = [Mhydro2; Mhydro3];
8 u LOut = [u L2; u L3];
9 u DOut = [u D2; u D3];
C.1.12 Flywheel sim.m: Animation
This function takes the positions and velocities from the integration and animates it.
1 %This File graphs the simulation performed in DynamicKite.m
2
3 close all
4
5 % Load in coordinates for a NACA0015
6 load('C:\Users\mrd1561\Desktop\GomesWaterKite\MATT DOUGLAS\Simulation\Global\
naca0015.mat');
7
8 % As there is variable time step and we want each frame to be of equal
9 % time step, we interpolate between the data to get each state
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10 thdisp=interp1q(tout1,th1,linspace(tout1(1),tout1(end),iter)');
11 alpdisp=interp1q(tout1,alp1,linspace(tout1(1),tout1(end),iter)');
12 phidisp=interp1q(tout1,phi1,linspace(tout1(1),tout1(end),iter)');
13 betadisp=interp1q(tout1,beta1,linspace(tout1(1),tout1(end),iter)');
14 Ldisp=interp1q(tout1,L1,linspace(tout1(1),tout1(end),iter)');
15 Ddisp=interp1q(tout1,D1,linspace(tout1(1),tout1(end),iter)');
16
17 % Create a figure
18 hdisplay=figure('Position', [500, 200, 960, 720]);
19 % Set axes to always show everything
20 axis([min(−xf−Rf−.5,−l2−.5) max(l2*1.5+.5,−xf+Rf+.5) min(−yf−Rf−.5,−l2*2−.5) max
(.5+l2,.5+l2−yf)])
21 axis equal
22
23 hold on
24
25 % m is used to make an array for a circle for the flywheel
26 m=0:2*pi/100:2*pi;
27 xfline=−xf+Rf*cos(m);
28 yfline=−yf+Rf*sin(m);
29 % Plot flywheel
30 hflypath=line(xfline,yfline);
31 set(hflypath,'color','r','linestyle','−−');
32
33 mm=0;
34
35 % Record video if desired
36 if recordvid==1
37 vidObj = VideoWriter(strcat(videoname,'.avi'));
38 open(vidObj);
39 end
40
41 % Enter animation loop
42 for j=1:timeskip:length(thdisp)
43 mm=mm+1;
44 %Create Points
45 po=[0,0]; % Origin
46 pe=[l2*sin(thdisp(j)),−l2*cos(thdisp(j))]; % Hydrokite
47 pa=[l3*sin(thdisp(j)),−l3*cos(thdisp(j))]; % Boom−crankarm point
48 pf=[−xf,−yf]; % Flywheel point
49 pb=pf+[Rf*cos(alpdisp(j)),Rf*sin(alpdisp(j))]; % Flywheel−crankarm point
50
51 %Plot Points
52 hpo=plot(po(1),po(2),'bo');
53 hpe=plot(pe(1),pe(2),'bo');
54 hpa=plot(pa(1),pa(2),'bo');
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55 hpf=plot(pf(1),pf(2),'bo');
56 hpb=plot(pb(1),pb(2),'bo');
57
58 %Plot beams
59 hpend=line([po(1),pe(1)],[po(2),pe(2)]); % boom
60 set(hpend,'color','k');
61 hfly=line([pf(1),pb(1)],[pf(2),pb(2)]); % fly
62 set(hfly,'color','k');
63 hboom=line([pb(1),pb(1)+l4*cos(phidisp(j))],[pb(2),pb(2)+l4*sin(phidisp(j))
]); % crankarm
64 set(hboom,'color','k');
65
66 %Plot Airfoil
67 hfoil=line(pe(1)+c*((airfoil(:,1)−.25)*cos(3*pi/2−betadisp(j)+thdisp(j))−
airfoil(:,2)*sin(3*pi/2−betadisp(j)+thdisp(j))),pe(2)+c*((airfoil(:,1)
−.25)*(sin(3*pi/2−betadisp(j)+thdisp(j)))+airfoil(:,2)*cos(3*pi/2−
betadisp(j)+thdisp(j))));
68 set(hfoil,'color','k');
69
70 % Draw lift and drag as vectors
71 hLift=quiver(pe(1),pe(2),Ldisp(j,1),Ldisp(j,2),.001);
72 set(hLift,'color','g');
73 hDrag=quiver(pe(1),pe(2),Ddisp(j,1),Ddisp(j,2),.001);
74 set(hDrag,'color','r');
75
76 % Reset axis
77 axis([min(−xf−Rf−.5,−l2−.5) max(l2*1.5+.5,−xf+Rf+.5) min(−yf−Rf−.5,−l2*2−.5)
max(.5+l2,.5+l2−yf)])
78
79 % Pause
80 pause(slowtime*(tout1(end)−tout1(1))/iter)
81
82 % If not last frame
83 if j<length(thdisp)
84
85 % Record frame
86 if recordvid==1
87 currFrame = getframe(hdisplay);
88 writeVideo(vidObj,currFrame);
89 end
90
91 %Delete handles
92 delete(hpo)
93 delete(hpe)
94 delete(hpa)
95 delete(hpf)
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96 delete(hpb)
97 delete(hpend)
98 delete(hfly)
99 delete(hboom)
100 delete(hfoil)
101 delete(hLift)
102 delete(hDrag)
103 end
104 end
105
106 % End recording
107 if recordvid==1
108 close(vidObj);
109 end
C.2 Particle Swarm Optimization Code
This function runs the particle swarm optimization code. It calls Hydrokites.m, which
can be found in Appendix C.1.
1 clear
2 close all
3 clc
4 warning off
5
6 %% Initialize parameters
7 % Set up parallel computing
8 if matlabpool('size') == 0
9 matlabpool(3)
10 end
11
12 % Declare global variables
13 global data sym cl data sym cdp data sym cm
14
15 % If flip time has not been set, set to 1 second
16 if exist('FlipTime', 'var')==0
17 FlipTime = 1;
18 end
19
20 % Get hydrodynamic coefficients
21 data sym = xlsread('C:\Users\mrd1561\Desktop\GomesWaterKite\MATT DOUGLAS\
Simulation\Global\180 degree naca0015.xlsx','a3:f119');
22 data sym cl = [pi/180*data sym(:,1),data sym(:,5)]; % [aoa in rad, 2D lift coeff
with correction]
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23 data sym cdp = [pi/180*data sym(:,1),data sym(:,4)]; % [aoa in rad, 2D drag
coeff]
24 data sym cm = [pi/180*data sym(:,1),data sym(:,6)]; % [aoa in rad, 2D moment
coeff]
25
26 % Set particle and iterations count
27 nParticleNum = 30;
28 nIter = 150;
29
30 % Set inertial weight and acceleration coefficients
31 w= 1;
32 psi1 = .75;
33 psi2 = .75;
34
35 % Set initial ranges for particle positions and velocities
36 % BA
37 % GC
38 % BL
39 % CAA
40 % XF
41 % YF
42 % RF
43 % IF
44 xMin = [87; .25; 2; .5; 5; 0; .1; 5000];
45 xMax = [90; 2; 5; 1.5; 10; 3; .3; 15000];
46 vMax = (xMax − xMin)/10; % Velocity can range from +− PosRange/10
47 vMin = −vMax;
48
49 % Set Constraints
50 % G dot X <= B
51 % CAA <= BL
52 % RF >= .05 −−> −RF <= −.05
53 G = [0, 0, −1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 % BL >= CAA
54 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, −1, 0 % RF >= 0.05
55 0, −1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 % GC >= 0
56 0, 0, −1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 % BL >= 0
57 0, 0, 0, −1, 0, 0, 0, 0 % CAA >= 0
58 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, −1 % IF >= 0
59 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]; % BL <= 5
60 B = [0; −.05; 0; 0; 0; 0; 5];
61
62 % Create the random initial positions and velocities
63 x = rand(length(xMin), nParticleNum) .* (xMax * ones(1, nParticleNum) − xMin *
ones(1, nParticleNum)) + xMin * ones(1, nParticleNum);
64 v = rand(length(vMin), nParticleNum) .* (vMax * ones(1, nParticleNum) − vMin *
ones(1, nParticleNum)) + vMin * ones(1, nParticleNum);
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65
66 % Remake x until all are feasible
67 while sum(sum((G * x) > (B * ones(1, nParticleNum)))) > 0
68 newX = sum((G * x) > (B * ones(1, nParticleNum))).*[1:nParticleNum];
69 newX(newX == 0) = [];
70 x(:, newX) = rand(length(xMin), length(newX)) .* (xMax * ones(1, length(newX
)) − xMin * ones(1, length(newX))) + xMin * ones(1, length(newX));
71 end
72
73 % Set b matrix to be current position
74 b = x;
75 % Create objective function matrix
76 FAll = zeros(nParticleNum, 1);
77 % Find FAll for each particle
78 for i = 1:nParticleNum
79 FAll(i,1) = Hydrokite(1, x(1,i), x(2,i), x(3,i), x(4,i), x(5,i), x(6,i), x
(7,i), x(8,i), 0, 90, 500*1/x(3,i), 2.25, 25, 15, FlipTime);
80 end
81 % Find the best particle
82 index = find(max(FAll(:,1)) == FAll(:,1));
83 % Assign I to be the best particle
84 I = x(:,index(1));
85
86 % Record x's and v's and F's
87 XAll(:,:,1) = x;
88 VAll(:,:,1) = v;
89 FValid(:,1) = FAll(:,1);
90
91 % Rearrange x to be plotted
92 xPlot = permute(XAll, [3 2 1]);
93
94 % Plot F and x for all particles
95 figure('position',[300 50 1200 900])
96 subplot(5,2,1:2)
97 hold on
98 plot(FValid(:,:).', '.')
99 for xp = 1:length(xMin)
100 subplot(5,2,xp+2)
101 hold on
102 plot(xPlot(:,:,xp), '.')
103 if xp == 1
104 title('Beta Angle')
105 elseif xp == 2
106 title('Generator Constant')
107 elseif xp == 3
108 title('Boom Length')
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109 elseif xp == 4
110 title('Crank−arm Attachment')
111 elseif xp == 5
112 title('Horizontal Position of Flywheel')
113 elseif xp == 6
114 title('Vertical Position of Flywheel')
115 elseif xp == 7
116 title('Radius of Flywheel')
117 elseif xp == 8
118 title('Moment of Inertia of Flywheel')
119 end
120 end
121 drawnow
122
123 %% Particle Swarm Loop
124 for i = 2:(nIter+1)
125 % Find w and psi's depending on iteration. Change to converge later
126 % (>=60 iterations)
127 if i == 20
128 w= .9;
129 psi1 = .95;
130 psi2 = .95;
131 elseif i == 40
132 w= .8;
133 psi1 = 1.15;
134 psi2 = 1.15;
135 elseif i == 60
136 w= .729;
137 psi1 = 1.49445;
138 psi2 = 1.49445;
139 end
140
141 % Create U1 and U2: random diagonal matrix between 0 and 1.
142 U1 = diag(rand(length(x(:,1)), 1));
143 U2 = diag(rand(length(x(:,1)), 1));
144
145 % Update positions and velocities
146 for j = 1:nParticleNum
147 v(:,j) = w*v(:,j) + psi1*U1*(b(:,j)−x(:,j)) + psi2*U2*(I−x(:,j));
148 x(:,j) = x(:,j) + v(:,j);
149 end
150
151 % Find function value based on new positions
152 for j = 1:nParticleNum
153 if sum((G * x(:,j)) > B) == 0
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154 FAll(j,i) = Hydrokite(1, x(1,j), x(2,j), x(3,j), x(4,j), x(5,j), x
(6,j), x(7,j), x(8,j), 0, 90, 500*1/x(3,j), 2.25, 25, 15,
FlipTime);
155 else
156 FAll(j,i) = 0;
157 end
158 end
159
160 clear xB fB holder fI
161
162 % Find if a particle is feasible
163 xB = (length(B) == sum((G * x) <= (B * ones(1, nParticleNum)))).*[1:
nParticleNum];
164 xB(xB == 0) = []; % delete the infeasible particles
165 FValid(xB,i) = FAll(xB,i); % Find the function calls of the feasible
particles
166 fB = (FAll(:,end) > (max(FValid(:,1:(end−1)).').')).'.*[1:nParticleNum]; %
Find which particles are better than their current B
167 fB(fB == 0) = []; % delete the ones that aren't better
168 holder = ismember(xB, fB); % find which particles are better and are
feasible
169 holder = holder .* xB; % Find their indices
170 holder(holder == 0) = []; % delete the ones that aren't
171 % Update B
172 if isempty(holder) == 0
173 b(:,holder) = x(:,holder);
174 FAll(holder, i);
175 end
176
177 clear holder
178
179 % Find if a particle is feasible
180 fI = (FAll(:,end) >= max(max(FValid(:,1:(end−1))))).'.*[1:nParticleNum];
181 fI(fI == 0) = []; % delete the infeasible particles
182 holder = ismember(xB, fI); % find which particles are better and are
feasible
183 holder = holder .* xB; % Find their indices
184 holder(holder == 0) = []; % delete the ones that aren't
185 index = find(max(FAll(holder,end)) == FAll(holder,end)); % Find the best
particle of the ones that are possible new I's
186 holder = holder(index); % Choose this particle
187 % Update I
188 if isempty(holder) == 0
189 I = x(:, holder);
190 FAll(holder, i);
191 end
119
192
193 % Add X, V, and F to matrix
194 XAll(:,:,i) = x;
195 VAll(:,:,i) = v;
196 FAll(:,end);
197
198 % Rearrange x to plot
199 xPlot = permute(XAll, [3 2 1]);
200
201 % Replot new positions and functions values
202 close all
203 figure('position',[300 50 1200 900])
204 subplot(5,2,1:2)
205 hold on
206 plot(FValid(:,:).')
207 for xp = 1:length(xMin)
208 subplot(5,2,xp+2)
209 hold on
210 plot(xPlot(:,:,xp))
211 if xp == 1
212 title('Beta Angle')
213 elseif xp == 2
214 title('Generator Constant')
215 elseif xp == 3
216 title('Boom Length')
217 elseif xp == 4
218 title('Crank−arm Attachment')
219 elseif xp == 5
220 title('Horizontal Position of Flywheel')
221 elseif xp == 6
222 title('Vertical Position of Flywheel')
223 elseif xp == 7
224 title('Radius of Flywheel')
225 elseif xp == 8
226 title('Moment of Inertia of Flywheel')
227 end
228 end
229 drawnow
230
231
232 end
233
234 % Stop parallel computing
235 if matlabpool('size') > 0
236 matlabpool close
237 end
